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VOL. XXIII NO.118
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ON CLEVELAND MUNICIPAL RAILWAY

COUNTY PUTS UP
$71000 TO CLEAR
GUNNESS MYSTERY

GOULD CHAMPION

Grain Market.

4471

MILLION DOLLAR
FIRE DESTROYS
BIG OMAHA PLAN'Tia

THAW IS NERVOUS

CLEM WORK OF
MYSTERIOUS IAN
"Air. Rattles" Has St) Far Sur
cessfully Eludtd Capture,

•

tit Timis the World
II)pueitIs4. l'hof.
011 E. Nlariiios.

Is Noiii tier
Il'no roil

1,4

A full week's bard work by elver.
astute amateur detpetiees and lynxerect professionals, *Ith wits sharpen...d_to al liccen edge by the desire to
In the big reward offered, has failed
to uneover The Sun's ''Mysteriuu Mr. Rattles" so far, notwithstanding
e his daily traversed the pubik
thoroughfares, visited numerous Dyermingled
can tile establishments and
with throngs upon the streets. Wonderful! Mysterious! but not more so
:nary the man himself—Prof. Clinton
E Marquis, the actual ."Mysteriou:
Mr. Raffles," a fact now known to
.‘ery man. woman and child in Paducah.
The "Mysterious Mr. Raffles," or
rather. Prof. Clinton E. Marquis.
hypnotist, mind reader and master of
the occult sciences of the Orient,,vill
nToStrate-arThe Nentutty
on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
nights bis perfect right to the Mice(
King of Fun Makers,: in addition
to an erudite dissertation, devoid of
technical terms, upon tile subject of
int/ filiation for the change, and an- hypnotism. giving at the same time
!other simply to recommit it had been l•ractical examples of Oh wonderful
laid on the table h) large majorities. mesmeric power, using qnly a large
subjects
On the qiiestion of the Adoption of class of local volunteers as
i the comiu:ttee's r(port the adverse In a lengthy program of 12 numbers,
Prof. Marquis, not having been
itETAINED By mykylit,ms maw. %OLP WEIS equally decisive. That there
is a strong sentiment for the suggest- taught In h!s dual character of the
, opirsy cutateu IN REroim
ii change and speedy action looking "Mysterious Mr. Rallies," for whore
th.reto was silown in the tenor of the rapture one hundred dollars was ofilheuss.on. and the strength of the op- fered. will 'as an evidence of good
Position to the 'committee's report faith upon his part, give away the
to
Change
Title
Foot
on
blot-erne-at
saine amount to some fortunate hold::g.rinst it.
to That of District Super.
er of a numbered coupon (*eery isur,_iatelsk.s.t.
eirar of a Octet to Monday !eight's
Radiant-Thighs,bought
The Austrian government is about purforniance at The Kentoeky
to bui:d hotels near the spring. eigh- Lefore 6:34/ p. in. of the same day.
On Tuesday afternoon Prof. Mit'
' Baltimore, May I6.—The -report of teen miles from Carlsbad, which has
the committee on revision against the been found to contain mdlnru. This quis will give his remarkable mlnli1.roposed dyange of the title of the spring is considered to have water reading test, the test consisting St
.•'presiding elder" to that of "district of high medical value in certain dis- driving an automobile through the
Superintendent," Caused the liveliest eases. It is located near the urani- trowded thoroughfares of the city
debate that has yet taken place thus ium works. which yield most of the while abeohytely blindfolded, and find
a pin previously bidden by four genTar at the general conference of the world's supply of radium.
tlemen. Mayor James P. emitt and
iliettodist Episcopal church. -•Th.
geommittet's report was rejected by a
Manima- Here comes your father, Messrs. Richard Rudy, A. S. Thomplarge majority, leastug the qinution
hoe cross you've made him. Now, son and Den Weille. and having dls
covered it will replace the pin whets'
In such shape that it may come up go and tell him you're sorry.
again at any time. This result was- Tommy—Say:pop. l'm sorry you're It was originally taken from by the
iliot reached until after a motiou to so blamed cross.—Phliadelphia Press. gentlemen. The four gentlemen will
have entire charge.of the test. The
/recommit the iwporteto the committee,
start will be made from in front of
pith Instructions to report a revealEven figures are of sumoacconot.
the theater at 3:50 P. W.

PRESIDING ELDER

I

ENCAMPMENT OVER
G

%. H. VICTEH‘NS• NEXT MEWING IN COVINGTON.

Delegates to Natiomil .1.0.embly to G.,
Held at Toledo. 0., in August
Elected.

We have made careful preparations for the selling of
the dresses and costumes for the graduates this-year. We
want every one who don't know just how she wants her
costume made to come to us and we will be glad to give
some suggestions which will assist you greatly.

We Offer the Following Suggestions as to Materials
Sheer French Lawn ID white and ro:or

WALLACE PARK
And All

the-

CON CESSIONS
Open on

Sunday, May 11th
408 BROADWAY

IAMBI:111e, May 16.—The twentysixth annual encampment of the
Grand Atmy Of the Republic, department of Keetncky, came to a close,
foilowilig the election of °facers and
'delegates to the national encampment
to be held at Toledo, 0.. for the week
beginning Monday. August 31. The
five delegates to the national encampment are: C. C. Vaughn, Russellville; George W. Smith, Louisville;
H. A. H. Beyland, Bellevue: d. W.
Ward. Covington, and C. C. Degman,
Springdale. Mason county, while the
following were elected members of
the court of administration: J. T
GUM], Lexington; R. R. Perry. Winchester, Thomas Sheehan, Louisville:
A. P. Settle, Berea; J. B. Miller,
Richmond.
In the vote to determine the place
for the next annual encampment of
the Kentucky department. Covington
easily led -all competitors and will reeerie the delegates In May, 1905.
!fight Men! Whip Wooten.
Olive NEI, Ky., May 16.—This
town received a visit from the night
riders last night. They were not the
night riders of tobacco Value, but a
body of masked men whose purpose'
seemed to be to rid the town of several women of questionable reputation, who had made their presence
too conspicuous of late. Each woman In the case received • severe
whipping and a warning to leave
After administering the whiptown
ping the hand fired a volley of shots
and left immediately without their
identity being known.
Thinks' litiders Are After Mat.
Lancaser ,Ky.. May 16.—James
Marfcrrd, a young termer, who lives
nine miles northeast of Lancaster. Is
a raving maniac air a result of reading the stories of the lawless deeds
of night riders. He thinks the riders
are after.hlm, and was heavily armeg
when arrested. He is a brother of
pryttmaottor Merford. of Sourne, thqs
enmity.,
would rathe•
The average man
Lave people lio about him than t
uth $0.)111 Mag.
1 th.•

rubles or gm ild,.

h a..

t wattles and still

retains

Its

t:«shness, 10c to 5<le the yard.
White lingerie stuffs—beautiful and filmy Persian lAwns--Batister,--SlIk. Mulls—Chlna. Silks — Chiffon
. and Crepe De Chines. On "itch of those fabrics we have placed pr.ces that will be specially Interesting
Taffeta,

As to the Trimmings we Advise
_
. see edges
Silk AppHque bands. hi Eli ubli t ani cram—Fillet and -round Mesh fare bands, And narrower i
••
of the
store
the
women
is
lace
sad insertIngs. We have always be -nrecognised by Padircah
•
everythere's
stork,city, and this season we have broken all past records in both sales and compleieness of
lower than that
thing that one could -possibly wish in the way of trimmings or laces, and the price is always
of other stores.

have reached the Corset perfection in our (km Ton and Royal Worchester Models.
Boas.
The long Princess hip, and hIplesa effects so popular 'taw in Paris are well demonstrated in these
$8.00.
61te
$3.041
Corsets,
Bon
Ton
12,60;
to
$1.00
Corsets
Wester
We believe that

4'

Other Items We Call Your Attention To
Our "Prince of Wales" 16 Button Kid Gloves, $3.50.
Pure Silk Hose; all colors, $1.00 to $7.50.
Beautiful Gauze Fans; 50c to $3.50.
For the hair our Diana Ribbon Comb.

/I

322 7 324 A'WAY
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DO NOT JEOPARDIZE YOUR FUTURE
Startling Proof of flit Strange
Powers, Ile Myetilles Ilia
Calle,s. The World a Greatest Psychic Palmist. your
Future Foretold.

• ol

•

1

•

I Athertise What I 'Tln
Wt.at I Advetthe

•

Riley hurr
PACHIC PALMIST
THF: WORLD'S
14411'1111C rAum II4T.WITH.
orT ASKINti A ri1l4411.1t:
QU'CATION. TELLS NAME.
ACE AND IM'CUPATION
OF EVICHY CALLF:11.
CC% THE EUTURE
BHETOLD.
ARE YOU IN TROUBLE OP
ANY KIND?
Discontented, unhappy, or
Dot satisned in life? Have
you any domestic or past troubles that annoy you? But no
matter what your troubles
may be, You will be told of
them and receive' the proper
ad% le P.
HOW TO OVEVA'MOW ALL
THOVIII.1104.
Your past, your present Itte
and your entire future, and
ever)thing can be told by consulting thts world eminent
clahselyant and Spirit Medium
Mho is the greatest master of
atria sefrnce and male
forces the world has ever
known. lits predictions are
always correct, and never fill
t e come true.. as thousands of
people will testify.
POSITIVELY GUARA \TEICH
WHEN
ALL
°THERM FAIL COPICICIFININ(1 BUSINFanti AFFAIRS.
(lives never-falling information regarding all kinds of
s business. law suits. claims.
collections. Investments. speculation,'. changes wets, pensions, Insurance, deeds, mortgages. patents, inventkots and
all financial difficulties.

RV WILL TELL 'OIT WHAT
)'OIT CALLED P011,--ANIN
THINti YOli WANT To
KNON' ALIVIVIK THAT
WILL DO GOOD.
flill'ETHHIP AND
MAIIKIAGE.
•
I ves t rutchilli revelation.
In ail love affairs, troubles.
marriage., family difficulties
aud
vorce. Settles lover
quirrels, gives name of tJac
One you will marry and date
ot rearilage, how to win the
mm u or Woman you love, etc

HOW • TO CONTROL Vir.
PAPKINATE ANYONE
TOP 1/1)Yli AND ADMIE.E.
No matter what your it
hes been I will rehire you right
mean. I will teil you Moe to
control friends and enemies
Thonsanda have beeonst halite
by taking me a tyke., Without your stelen•s one question
I will tell ye o exactly what
you called
for, whom and
when Yes. will marry. Call
. and I will send you away hapwise r and bolder than
.,efore: he sad and broken
haerted n away cheerful and
happy.

I

fled bet II All the ernartest itats, while the of the approaching marriage of Dr.,bel Compton will leave next Sunday
club women. The ,six cite,
cucumber and the parsnip ' kiosk Jamie Thomas Gilbert, of Paducalr night for New York and will sail
ther reterseittatives are.:
and Miss Ada Blanche Stamper, of from there in A few days for England
WOMAN'te CLUB --Mrs. Jain, s A threateningly on the horizon.
It is a wonder that celery has not Ovveuton. Ky. The wedding will take I where they will spend the summer
Rud), presideut of the club. Mrs.
811/44. Bryant, Mrs. Miuscoe Burnett, been utilised, as nothing could sur- place on Thursday, May 28, and will with the Rev. Charles Compton 'and
be solemnized at Cincinnati. Dr. Gil- hlv. Compton. Miss Compton will
Mrs. Henry Overby, Mrs. Eli Boone. pass its possibilities as an aigrette.
Should hats increase In size, the bert Is a popular osteopath of Padu- be in London doting'tho session of
Mrs. Nitrides- Palmer,
Alternates:
Mrs. Jobn J. Dorian. Mrs Robert mangel wursel would be a pretty little eab. His fiancee is a sister of Dr.1 the Pan-Anglican conference June
Becker Phillips. Miss Helen Builitt trifle to nestle beside the crown, some Ethridge Stamper, of Paducah, and 15-22 and will witness the ordination of these fruits of the soil weighing an attractive girl. The couple will of her brother there,
man's club makes it a brilliant finale. Lowry sal Mrs. I. D. Wilco)
THE WORD.
Mr. Irvin S. Cobb, of New York,
Though not so pretentious as orsDELPHIC CLUB--4drs. Mildred as little as eiget pounds. Egg plants, reside here.
will visit his mother, Mrs. Maple S.
torio, the sacred cantata approaches Fowler Davis. president ofeti,; 111tos
-Iub, too, will be favor, while the pumpkin
Today, whatever may annoy,
The marriage of Mr. Clay Finley, (bb. 616 Broadway, some time duris promised for the early fall.
The word for me is Joy, just simple this must nob:e and beautiful music. and Mrs. Aionso Meyer*. A41
'
formerly of Paducah, but now living l Ing the coming month. Mr. Cobb
and Mr. Meeks has followed the text Mrs, Elizabeth Austin and Mr, David
Joy;
in Leavenwbrth, Kansas, and Missiwill represent the New York World
Surprise Party at "Briarbrae."
In a most sympathetic and effective A. Yeiser. ,
The joy of life:
manner. The cantata is new, its
Mr. Edwin Randle was pleasantly Anna Boldick. of St. Joseph, (Mo., at both the Republican tionvention at
The joy of Sright blue skirl.;
MAGAZINE CLUB—Miss Anna
initial performance being . given in Webb, the president for 11107-S and surprised on Thursday evening at his has just been announced here. The Chicago In June and the Democratic'
The Joy of rain; the glad surprise
Of twinkling stars that shine at Chautauqua. New York, last season Mrs. Charity K. Wheeler, president country home, "Briarbrae." by the marriage took place April 20. Mr. convention at Denver in July, and
With chorus ,of several hundred roe 1908-9,
senior class of the Paducah High Finley is a eon of Mr. and Mrs. M. T. will be in Paducah while out west.
night;
The joy of winged things upon their voices, a quartet of solo voices. Seel KALOSOPH1C OLUD--Miss Eliza- school, of which Mr. Randle is a Finley, of the Benton road. He is In Mr. and Mrs. Cobb have bought a
companied by pipe organ, grand both Sinnott, the retiring president member. Miss Adah Brazelton chap- the government service at Leaven- pretty home at Yonkers. N. Y., and
Melte
will move into it about June 1.
piano and full orchestra under direc- and sfrst, Edward Meng Dringisurst, eroned the crowd who went out in a worth.
The joy of soon-day, and the tried
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Burnett. of
large wagon and carried a picnic supTrue joyousness of eventide;
• Hon of Mr. Arthur Henry Hallam.
posident for the cominglear.
Mr. E. T. Bourquin, of this city, Louisville. formerly of Paducah, will
The topic for the last musical proThe Joy of labor and of mirth:
MATINEE MUSIOAtLCIA'fi- Mrs. per. Mr. Randle is-spade-Venter for
The joy of air. and sea, and earth— gram from the Musical hepartmeni of Hai S. ('one-U, Mr.. Janke Wellies the class and one of its most popular and Miss, Cora Gough, of Metropolis, spend the summer abroad with their
were meetly Married on Thurs- daughters. Mrs. Robert Horner and
The countless joys that ever flow the Woman's club was to be ''On I Alternates: etre. Victor Vor:s and members. In the party were; Misses
Saidee Smith, Eunice Robertson, Bess day afternoon at 5 o'clock at the Miss Susanne Burnett, who have been
Music," and Miss Mrs. Lela Wade !Awl&
Hearing Good
from Him
home of the bride in Metropolis. In Palls for the past year. Mr. and
Newell, as chairman, asked the prive
Nehose vast beneficence doth dim
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION -- Moe. Lane, Marguerite Schwab, Helen
lege of presenting "Victory Divine" Johp JSDorian and Miss Adah Braze'- Hills, Ethel Sights; Messrs. Gem El- They came directly to Paducah and Mrs. Burnett will sail from New York
The lustrous light of day.
will be at hme to their friends at the on May 20 on the Noordam and will
And lavish prifes divine upon our wee. In an open evening program. As ,ton. Alternates: Miter Olga List liott, Will Rock.
residence or Mn. Deboe, 123 North land at Boulogne. Mr. Burnett will
Wbate'er there be of Sorrow
usual the club members will use their lied Miss Cour-tie Puryssr.
Seventh street,
be a delegate at the Pan-Anglican
membership cards for admIsesion,
put off till Tomorrow,
Pretty Al Frescos 1.teetainntent.
conference in London, June 15•22,
The Furnishing society of the First
And when Tomorrow comes, why while the regulation price of admit- rimer in earenell to Mies
Miss Maud Babb and Mr. Thomas representing the Kentucky diocese.
tance to others will-be 25 cents.
then
Miss Mary Bolling of feAris, Terms Christian church held its open meetCurley, both of this city, were mar- The party will renurn home' in the
ing
for
afternoon
May
on
Monday
Twill be Today and Joy again!
delightful
group
•of
very
muse
attractive
gm
st
i
who
been
the
of
A
has
in Nashville. Tenn., on Thursday autumn, when Miss Susanne Burnett
--John Kendrick Bangs.
clans will give the cantata.' They Miss Belle Cave on North Seventh with Mrs. Myra Malone at Wallace ried
at the Nashville cathedral by the will make her debut.
—41e—
are:
street, for the Pest two w" k•s, was park. The usual social featuree of
—.0—.
Right Reverend J. B. 31'orphy. They
Ansouncenseets.
Sopranos—Mis• Anne Bradshaw, the guest of honor at a girls' din- the open meetings were delightfully
are making their home with Mrs. W.
Hope For All.
TUESDAY-- Mimi Marie Roth is Miss Julia Scott:
ner on Friday noon at the Palmer emphasized. The house was 'prettily
Foster, 431 Kentucky avenue,
Advising the timid man as to the
hostess to the Carpe Diem club in
Alto—Mrs. Leila Wade Lewis, Mrs. House, Miss Bolling returned home decorated throughout with a pro- .1„
of
flowers.
The
business
sesway to proceed on the threshold of
fusion
tbe evening at her home, 502 }tars- George B. Hare Mrs. W. C. Gray,
that afternoon and the dinner was
The
marriage of Miss Agnes Cath- Leap Year, a current magazine gives
Tenor—Mr. Slavin Mall.
ban boulevard.
given in farewell honor. The nee! sion was held indoors. ,
The social meeting following the erthe Brogan, of this city, and Mr. the following hints on how to say "no"
THURSDAY—The Woman's club
Bass—Mr. Robert Scott, MP Ent- covers included:
Missies Bolling,
John Matthew Ryan. of Central City,
will have a business session at 2:30 mett Bagby.
Belle Cave, Frances Wallace, Re-ha business session ,was eh al fresco was solemnized with nuptial mass to a woman:
"Courage and firmness are the
p. m. at the club buildipg. At the
Accompanist—Miss Virgins New- oleman. Frances 'Coleman. Ethel affair. The band stand of the park
on Tuesday morning at 8 o'clock at Arst requisites. For the courageous
close the club will be the guests of ell, piano, assisted by instruments Elooks, Blanche Hills, May Owen, was elaborately decorated with honey
Catholic
the
St.
Francis
Sales
de
suckle, syringes, roses and other
man, in full posstesion of all his facthe president )Ira. James A. Rue, under direction of Mr. WllligrnDeai.1IJIlje La • Willlit rad
Attire the.
ng flowers. Jardiniers of pretty church. The Rev. Father H. W. Jan- ulties, it might do to hesitate and
at an info/pal' tea. It is the presJPart 1.—la the Garde..
teethe following young men arrived
becomsen officiated. The bride was
evade the question, and thus delay
nent's afternoon.
I. Ham Solo—"In the Garden.''rad drove the party over the, city: plants were arranged in front ,of
the stand and rustic seats were ingly- gowned in white chiffon over the matter until beep Year is over.
THURSDAY --The Musical depart2. Quartet—"Sir, We ReMeM
Fred Wade, Douglas liagby,
placpd about. The informal program white silk. She wore a white picture But for the timid map such a rule
ment of the Woman's club will have ber."
Jubn Brooks. Walter Iverson and
was an attractive -one. Miss Ruby bat and carried a prayer book. will never apply.
He must come
an open meeting It S p. m. at the
3. Chorus---"The Sky Is Dark." David Koger.
Lamb gavek a charming reading. The Messrs. Joseph Ryan and Henry right out and say 'no,' without any
club house. The. sacred cantata, "Vic4. Tenor Solo—"He Was Wound
the
were
Ryan,
of
Central
City,
musical numbers were by Miss Carohesitancy at all. Don't think of the
tory Divine." will be presented by ed."
The Boston Biennial.
line Ham and Miss Ruby Lamb. lees ushers. A pretty wedding breakfast consequences.
Don't think at all.
lore musical talent of a high order.
5. Unaccompanied Chorus—"God
The following important notice has and cakes were served after the pro- was served at the home of the bride's
and So Loved the World."
Just
say
'no,'
and
Tea
then jump out of
leltIllAY -- Afternoon
out
regard
been sent
from Boston in
mother, Mrs.- Margaret Brogan. After the
gram.
window or by other means get
Linen Shower for the Home of the
Part II—The F.artimardte.
to the biennial:
a wedding trip east the couple will away
—*—
Friendless at 4 p. se at the Woman's
from the scene asquickly- as
Bass — "Behold
6. Recitative
To Presidents of State Federations
be at home In Central City.
Dance for Carpe Diem Club.
club house.
possible and leave the town.
Go
There Was a Great Earthquake."
and Presidents of Federated Clubs:
The members of the Carpe Diem
_m__
mmewbere else, begin life all over
7. Soprano Solo and Chorus--"It In order to secure admission to Sym•
About People.
club were delighttully entertained
agaln. and make it a rule to take a
is the Hour of Morning."
Where fettles Lead.
phony Hall and other buildings In with a dance by Mr. Gus Legeay at
Miss Elizabeth Walsh and Mr. year's vacation every
8, Boerne° Solo, Recitative and
if any "one has ever doubted that
Leap Year
the
Genuse for the ninth bienniel of
Haywood
Osborne.
of
Nashville.
The
his
home
on
the
Cairo
road.
thereafter and spend the time at some
clubs have been it amps in society's
leeart to Terror Throbs:" eral Federation of Woman's Clubs to
Tenn.,
will
this
evening
to
arrive
,party went out in wagons and
hunting-resort or mining camp where
game this past season. one giant* at
Part III—At the Tomb.
be held In Boston June22 to July 1,,affair was most enjoyable.
visit Visa Blanche Hills, 320 North
no females can be found.
the eocialestiendar. -now -that so matey
9. Instrumental—"Lento."
1908, inclusive. It will be necessary
Ninth street.
a
"For the courageous man, the man
have Meted to bee will 6e proof conle. Soprano Solo. Recitative and to make application in advance. 'AcMiss Addle Byrd, 1043 Trimele who
Knights or Pythias Hatertain.
vincing. So accustomed have we Alr—"ee If Began teepawa.-"
has nearly as mach nerve as a
- jcordingly the Ticket Committee restreet,
willleave
early
for
in
June
the
A
affair
was
pleasant
social
been to having clubs fill ip for us 11. Bass Solo and Chorus—"Fear etpeearuey requests that a vouched for
(Man, a different policy may be purGirardeau,
will
Mo.,
where
she
Cape
the
Pueduby
Autograph
Social
given
that we seareely xeallted how little Not."
sued. If the girl is not too persistlest of members of your federation or
several
else has be'e'n doing.
The Woman's _ 17. _Rase Solo—"And as They club, otter than delegates or alter- cab lodge Knights of Pythias on attend a summer school for
ent—if she lives somewhere else than
weeks.
Tuesday evening at their ball. Broadclub is the last in the field, but the Went."
in Boston or the Twin Cities or Chihates, who wish to attend the con- way and Fifth streets. The lodge
Mm. Sallie Morrow and daughter,
coming week will see her graceful
cago—he may be able to avoid the
13. Duel Soprano and Tenor— vention, be sent as s000 as possible
rooms were prettily, decorated with Miss Emily Morrow, 433 Jefferson marriage and at the same
bow- until as joint hostess of the "By Gift of Love."
time not
to the. under-feigned.
the color of the order and a profusien street, will arrive home on Monday come right out and say 'no.'
State Federation she, with the other
Chorus—"Death Is
14. Finale
These tickets will- be ready for do- f flowers
to Mr. and
from
a
weeks'
visit
two
attractive
musical
An
clubs, will be once more In charming Swallowed Up in Victory."
'No better direction can be given
livery at committee headquarters in i program with several addresses by Mrs. Robertson G. Morrow in Memevidence. A "rest cure" is absolutely
to this man than to employ the tactics
Symphony Hall biennial week.
Tenn.
phis.
!local knights was pleasantly featured
essential
now. After burning the Smite Social '
used bo•• women. Say 'I will be a
1
.111We/4 of the FederaA prompt response will be apprecl-,The souvenir programe carried out
Miss Kate White, Miss Hattie Sher
midnight oll eo proeigalle their
tion.
*Ad.
SA RA if A. ARMES. .tire red, white and blue colors, and win, Miss Rose Flournoy, Miss Lucia brother,' or 'This is so sudden,' or,
spendthritt clubs must have some
Chairman Ticket Committee. were used in securing the autographs Powell will spend a portion of the better tell, tell the girl that you had
The federated clubs of the city are
beauty sleep and get rid of the brain
making extensive plaits for the so-'96 Elm Hill Avenue, Roxbury, Mass, during the "autograph intermission." summer at Knoxville, Teon., attend- intended pnoposing yourself, that you
fag. How
beautifully serene you
object to Leap Year proposals and ask
alai aide of the State Federation of
Miss Fleta Price received the prise, a ing the summer school of the Uniwill see them come forth after this
her to wait until next year, when you
Woinin's clubs that will meA here in
versity
of
the
south.
Churchill's
"The
U. I). C. Meeting June 0.
copy of Winston
brief rest. on the days towards whic11
June. The program for the business
Miss Cora Richardson, 320 South will have another chance to propose.
The executive and program com- Crisis." for having the greatest numthe faees of all Kentucky club wosession has not been received from!mittee of theePaducah chapter. United ber of autographs. Delightful ices Third sereet. will leave in July for Tell her anything. Don't mind a litmen are devoutly turned, June sec- the
official heads, but will doubtless Daughters el the Confederacy. met and cakes were served in an unique San Bernardino, Cal., to visit her sis- tie white lie; resort to any kind of
andel° the fifth.
be here next week. The entertain-1 Friday afternoon with the president, way. Mre A. B. Stein, chairman of ter, Mrs. Oscar B. Jones. Miss Rich- scheme or device, but avoid the marA beautiful collect for club wo- meat'of the visitors. though, will be. Mrs. James Koger, 314 North Sev- the entertzlement committee, was ardson will make an extended stay riage. Be very careful to word your
men is this:
utterances so as to not become inIn the hands of the local clubs and enth street. The date for holding the the master of ceremonies and deliv- in California.
•
-Keep us. 0 God. from pettiness: there will be some brilliant and de- June meeting of the chapter was ered a happy address of welcome.
Miss Rose English returned to her volved in a breach of promise suit,
let us be large in thought, in word. lightful funcziona.
home in Louisville this week after a however, for here is another grave
changed from Tuesday, June 2, to
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trell. hind in county. $100.
$4.30 to $9.40.
isle at Dili ot54-e.
land alwlays patronize home talent.
Robert
Perry,
lot
The State warehouse sold 20 hogs- . W. C.0.Bryan to
The Rev. William Bourquip, pas-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the Ev••iy 4niploye belongs and lives in
in'oliryan's addition, $300. .
heads of burley at $9.60 to $14.
--- tor
or
the
German
Evangelical
church
city for a Ow months. and I have ac- Paducah.
In Police court.
Report of Sales.
FOR RENT-Apartment In Hecht
performed
on
an
operation
who
had
quired an interest In his business and
The docket in police court this
Polloek's auction sale of Jewejry
Report of sales of tobacco made
Flats, 511 Adams.
bls nose last week by Dr. Otto Freer,
shall /toe after itefor him. Any in- stares today; three sales each
.pd disorderly
day- of. Chicago, is recovering rapidly. Dr. by the Planters' Protective associa- morning Was:, Drunk a
NeCE gentle pony for sale at 11117
$10
Richardson,
colored.
furmatiou with reference to any 10:e0. 2:30 and 7:30. Nothing re-George
South Fourth.
Freer lecture& at the meetfiig O. the tion for week and year to May 11. and costs. Breach of peace-rharles
branch of It aill receive prompt 'at- lented. 333 Broad".ay.
1
hogsheads
Is
as
1908,
in
fol:ows:
medical Repetition.
FOR RENT-3 rooms, furnished or
ono°. if you will call up The Sea
This week. Total. Murray. colored. $30 and costs. Reb-The Elks baseball team of Marion
Mary Brian. of Marshall
Mrs.
2255.
..
unfurnished.
Ring
ollice. Both phones ;38. E. J. Pax- ill., will play the Elks 'team of P111•1141851 bery-Will Shearer, alias 'ATI Orr,'
364
county, was operated on yesterday Clarksville ..
otr light houseFURNSITE-15roton.
433
•
1759 and 'dim Taylor. held lo the grand
cab Jun. 7.
Subscriber, inserting want ads in
for appendicitis at the Illinois Cen- Springfield
Obtain$300.
at
Axed
and
bond
313 Madison.
Jury
,eteee
-We ran give you the Steel -car103
-- Auction sale of fine jeweire now tral hospital. She was resting well Guthrie
will kindly remember that keeping:
The
Bun
171 trig property by false pretenses-W.
riages' in the I ily for wedding. hall on at Polloek's. 333 Broadway; next
WANTED-Two solicitors of neat
87
all such items are to be paid for when
this, morning and will recover. Dr. Rnuelivtile
12
.90 E. Johnson. continued until Wednesappeirance. Apply 518 Broadway.
and thearestseralts. Our prices are low. sa'e 7:311 tonight. Handsome souve- W. S. Stone. of Birmingham, assisted liOpkInsville
280
inserted,
the
ad
is
the
rule
applying
day. Criminal assault-Frank Blote,
Ask for Mr. Bourquin.
er than thole, charged for like service nir given sea) each, rale.
17
e
exception.
the hospital surgeons in the opera- Cattle
179 colored. dismissed. Selling liquor to Sc every one without
In any city In America. Our service
Princeton
16
FOR RENT-Store room- in Emtion.'
1620 a minor-Dan Galvin, dismissed, FOR heating and movevreed rise
279
Is second to none, and the best in this,
Paducah
pire Flats. Heat furnished. L. 8.
Mr. L Robertson.- of the He1 veLevin.
Sandere,
437.
P.
ordlnance-L.
D.
Breach
of
485
124
ell). Palmer Tlansfer Company.
33WMPL,Wii%%11101~111Wk•%1
Mayfield
DuBois.
dere, has returned from a visit to his
WANTED-Two furnished rooms
602 -ontinued until Wednesday.
Murtay
86
-If you want a nice limn sow
FOR RENT-Dwelling. Kentucky
Murray.
.
family
at
eownstaIrs. Ring 915, new phone.
DEN'S REVIEW.
Total sold this date. 1789 bilds.;
Brunson's lawn grasp. seed. Flower
avenue. near Fourth street. L. S.
erl Col. Swathe' Crossland, of May-There Is a commit in Sunday's
house
on
hhds.
room
year,
9142
FOR
RENT-Four,
this
seed that grow. Brunson's Flower I
DuBois.
y
.the clt.
field, le itt
'
you. Get it. Worth
gMbikInhitie14•••••11%•••••••%•:4
Graded this wee', 27E6 hhds.; this Pese-Dielletch for
Clay street near 16th. Hank Bros
Shop. •Ini Broaitway.
Mr. Joseph ttITTbitfit.. of Muiray,
W'ANTED-A good second-hand
to
you.
atosnething
year. 36100 bhde.
- -('hance of a lifetime ti bu) jew-OVERSTRA-XT, the painter. Old range with hot slate; box. Address
New York, Mae 16.-Dun's Re,.. alum
,
last night In 1.4e city,
elry at sour own pr•Vee. Aw.tion sale view
F. W. C., care Sun.
Mr. Thomas Long, of the Cairo
Inquiries have been, received from phone 2559. .
says:
Sunday Schools,
now going toil at Pollock's, 313 Broad
FOR RENT-Three room house.
the Scott Manufacturing company of
"Hark clearings for the second Home Telephone company, is spendLAWN MOWERS sharpened and
weY. Next ea e 7:30 tonight.
Hot S'irringseArk., May 16.-At eht St. Louis, founders and machine 10311, Monroe street. F. M. Filter.
week of May make a highly Setter ing a few days with his family in the
adjusted at Jobe Greif's, 318 Wash- Cameras. Cameras. Cameras, and
session of the convention the builders, about the advantiees of Pamorning
city.
HEGARTY, plastering ington street.
showing than the returns for the preFRANK
Frost. of Nashville, read ducah for a branch factory- of that
ktelik supplies of all kinds at R. D. ceding mouth this year, total
Judge William Reed came down Rev. J. M.
hank
contractor. Prompt attention to jobLOST-On, Rowlandtown car NT.
Sunday
the
Cleaients -& Co.
annual
report
of
the
concern. The letters have been bing. Phones 1833.
exchanges for the week ending from Dawson to testify in a ease
104, Saturday morning, black leather
eft
- Straw and ['enema bats cleaned, Thursday at all leading cities in the pending in court this morning, but school board. The report in part Is turned over to the Commercial club
FOR MOVING, hauling. packIngeor pocketbook containing money and
guarenteed. 'New York 'Mine Parlor. lTuitvd Stales being $2.233,81:4:1672, returned at noon. He is feeling bet- ha follows:
for investigation. Tbis company wants
40s % Broadway.
"The ovelpts show a gain over last Paducah capital and business men to Picnic wagon, call 705. Both phones. black gloves. Return to Sun office.
a decrease of leper cent, compared ter today than yesterday.
year
of $17 5S2.3.4). Eight year!' ago. take an interest in the proposed George Rock.
ARTS & MASON sweets/tors to Mt. •
- For house eumhere, door plates, with a seer ago and 19.2 per rent
Mrs. Edward H. Bringhurst, 620
Hot brands factory, which will be located
STEEPLE-JACK and elevator man J. W. Agnew. Shop 709 South Fifth
brass stencits, brass and aluminum compared with the corresponding Kentucky avenue, will arrive home -when the convention met In
John Buell and Ben Smith, foot of street. All kinds of fixture aid other
dee ks of ell k
type signs. were( of 1906. Nearly every city re- tomorrow morning from Henderson. Springs, the annual receipts were but in some Kentucky city.
Monroe street. and office.
carpenter work.
markers. See The Diamond Stamp ports set:- Iler exchanges than in either Ky.. where she has been for a week tittle over $70,000; this year the,
FOR SALE--Four-room house and
DO TOE OWN A HOME?
Works. 115 South Third. phone 35S.
tb, two preceding years, thonght.isltIng the Misses Virginia leetchcli reach the noble aggregate of $179.WANTED--Saleamen to sell lob0e0.37. The business not only pro.at
A 27.e box of our exterminator will there a . -Till a few exceptions in the and Belle Lockett.
How long have you been paying lot in Mechanicsburg. A bargale
Meeting oils and greases on salary
necesexpenditure
the
heavy
vides
for
care
rid your home of Owes. mean roaches, wort.
The Rev. G. T. Sullivan left today
rent, and do not own a picket on the $2311. Address "Bargain."
or commission. Excellent side line.
success op2ration. but fence or shingle on the roof? Own
mice or rats. Your money hack If it
J. IC. MORGAN hem Shoeing. The Champion Refining Co., CleveNew 1-••rk. May 16.- -R. a. Dun's for Clinton. where he will preach the sary to its own
has
deesn't. Eamlelter, the grouer.
baccalaureate 'sermbn at Mervin col- te also a missionary rower, and
your home. $6 a month or 20e a day general repairing. relator Urea. WI lead, Ohio,
week', trade report follows:
center in the denomi- wie start you, and, after the loan is 130•1th Third.
•- Tickets for the ball game Sonstee. seasonable ten;perature has lege, Dr. Sullivan will retdrn Mon- become a nerve
WANTED-For U. 8. army: Ablte
nation's life.
day afternon between the Paduelth bone:Tit distinct improvement in the day evening.
granted it will cost you only $7.50 -WANTED-Lady solicitor of neat
bodied
unmarried men between ages
things.
team and the Paris. Tenn., nine are trade tomtit tens during the Pu)d
Miss Maud Marshall. of Kedknk.
"The board has done three
per month on each $1,000 borrowed appeacanee
e. Apply Credit Tailors, of 18 and 35; citizens of the United
Mrs.
mime
of
self-sustaining
the
been
We
bas
pay,
back.
now an sale at Gilbert's drug store.
Joule
who
been
years
to
with
10%
First
--It
has
linters
are
assembling
%%eve
at the
118 1-2 !Teeth Third street.
States, of good characte- and temper.
•----Chanee of a lifetime to buy jew- primary markets to attend special Peel Detart. 203 Fountain_ avenue. making ample provision for the in- have bought and built 300 homes at
CEMETERY WORK given prompt ate habits, who can speak, read and
.e1r) at jour own prk•es. Auction sale saleseand stocks of staple goods are lett for her home last night.
censing demands of a growing busi- $1,000 each for people id the state
Men wanted for
Bradtdmer left at ness. Second-1k has set aside at in the last two years. Call on Stani- attention. Joseph Mattison; Jr., at write' English
now going on at Poem-Vs. 333 Broad running Inc In the retail stores beMrs. %V. r
service in Cuba and ,the phifippInes.
Tenn., to Narliville. as necessary to the safety ard Trust Co., State Manager W. E. the cemetery.
Nashville,
soy
Next salea7:30 tonight.
ra te-.
ennservatIve purchases. Mer- Tema teen for
CARPER contractor. Proastit For information apply to Recruiting
- - Mr. Harry toiline. one of Midis - inelile •4411erlions are more prompt, 1. present at the' graduation from and eMeteney of Its business. about Mathews, for a few date-at 216 South
earl's west [emitter singers, and Mr. but tal,e-erting conditions are at the li..imant college, of her daughter. $N40.0110 in tanaible assets. Third- Third street. lienntberger House, attention to repairing. Call E. *E. Officer, New Richmond Hynes, Paducah, Ky.
Moore. New phone 528.
Owen Tully, another of Paducalee least satiefactory point of the year Mee EloleelFeadshaw.
It has made gifts to lb.' denomioatioli from 8 a. in. to 9 p. m.
fblVISflibe and popular piano players, Hine far. 19 per cent of the freight
Mr. L. M. Rieke, president of the aggregating about $275,000. (boosFU RN ITU RE.- EXCHANGTe-Paes - - AdvertMensent for Proposals,
bank, ing for this outlay such channels and
Nat tonal
Xpitscopel.
are now. ceettected with the Kozy the- care 1,‘Ing
A metIcan-fietinin
best price for furniture and so:min.
Paducah, Ky., May 14, 1908.
phone 901-a.
Loulaille
this
south
Neve
of
the
Third.
ater. Mr. Collins will wing the 'Pus*lett
to
morning
on
Baptists
South
205
agencies
as
the
_David
C.
Rev.
GRACE
-The
Lower pikes for pig iron have
_
Sealed proposals will ..be received
'itrated gongs at night performances been minuet with good results.
business.
hive themselves created and are fos- Weight, rector. Holy communion at
For gale.
p.
Otd%. from 7 to i :3.0. Mie Irene
Mrs. A. L. Berry returned ,to her tering.
7:30 a. in. Sunday school at 9:30 a.
Gasoline launch 22 feet long, 6 at this building until 2 o'clock
Whre the textile situation le AM
home In Uniontown this morning, af"The amount set, aside to denomi- m. Rentilar church services at 10:45 /terse-power, 10 miles an hour. Phone May 18th. 1908. for furnishing fuel,
complicated by many conflicting' in- ter visiting her son, Mr. J. J. Berry.
lights, 'rater, lee. plscellaneous Punnational purposes is $46,110.18.
a. m. and 7:45 p. m., with sermon by 423.
fleences, the price, of cotton goods
plies, welshing to els, hauling ashes
Ml's. John Dillon arrived from
"This, bum represents what may be the rector. There will be no Monday
cleaned
for,
called
STRAW HATS
/kre in many eases as low as possible
Hickman at noon today to visit. MTV. recognized as the cash dividends the afternoon
Bible class until the and delivered. South Side Pressing and spriokting streets for this bulditig
trader the _present conditions. but the
during the fiscal year ending June 30.
Vernon Blythe. 3,03 North Sesentn Baptists of the south receive from autudin.
•
club. Both phoned.
outlook for activity is brightening.
1909• or 'nub portion of the year as
street,
their publication blueness.
101
a
woolens.
there
Is
•
As td
fair depli-1-1-1-GrYCnt ItEPA IRS-Phone
may be deemed ads legible. The right
Mee. J. II. Davis, of Tampa. Fla.,
now has a reservt fund
T. P. A.
board
The
rate business In men's wear.
phone, and we will call for and to reject any and ail bids is reserved
There will be an important meet- new
Mrs. Frank 011ihtms of Mayfield; and of Vie:NM and a building fund of
Developments are aFner In loot- Mrs.. T. H. Scott, of Rots, are the $31,000. Last fall the board Made a' ing oe the T. P. A's at the Pittner deliver work promptly. Welkert & by the treasury department.'
Huge. 126 North Fifth.
wear and leather. New England shoe smells of Mrs. J. H. Dmis, 439 South
FRANK M. FISHER,
gift of $20,000 'to the Woman's Xis- House this evening at .8 etlock.
manufacturers are increasing their Fifth street,
CuSodiati.
l'A-ft-URAGE-Two hundred acres
E. LACKEY. fieey.
alonary__Unioe for its training school
more
output ati shipments are stotstee.
good, shady. plenty water and
Mrs. Thomas McBride, of Union- at Louisville. KY.
Gaily larger. A fair volume of dupli- town, who has been visiting Mrs. N.
.4 Card.
-Three is a coupon In Sunday's cram than 100 horses can eat, Apply
In the mind of the scrupu"The board's permanent funds now
cate orders for quick delivery of
To the Wanien as Well is Men of
R. lisesortson, 1319 Jegerson street, Amount to over 9100,800, although euet-Dgeplittil for yoa. Gm it, Worth John W. Roof. Phones 745.
lous housewife, spring cleansummer goods are received from job- retnfneit-410Me today.
Paducah:
GET OUT that old suit of last year
it NA given as largely as heretofore wimething to rm.
lug and bug exterminators are
bers who. are carrying light stocks.
If sou have no life Insurance, boy
and hare it cleaned an pressed by
Mies Ethel Roberftion and Was to all mitts:rime"
rrade in leather`continues unaistis- Ruby IMnlap left today to visit
buy more.
indissolubly linked - a n d
James Duffy, Ithiuth Nin:h near Broad- stone: If ss !lase
factory.
as you can't have too mach of that
way, and it will look like new.
frienNt a in May field,
Hog J. H. Koos, of Calloway counrightly so. Mag5 exterminaof a good thing. Patronise your
,Keeti, It Fate,
Mrs. C. F. Suing, of Huntsville, Ala, ty. and Mr. R. N.,
FOR SALIO-Ose new and one 'sec- kind
tors, insect powders and moth
own home agent that spends his earnmoon
Is the guest of her fester, Mrs. T.
Texas. are In 4he city this
ond-hand fireproof combination safe.
balls art' Rs necessary to house
ings in your own home town. See
Moore, 1187 North Sixth street.
to see Col. B. B. Linn.,elte Is ill.
Paducah Printing and Book Bineling
advertisement in anether column. •
eleauing as soap and water
Mr. en& Mrs. Rollo Graham. of
Will Fisher, eon of Mr. and Mrs.
Company. 'S
Reepectfully,
Frank M. Fisher, who has been 111 of Enid. Okla., are guests of Mr. Gradwelling.
room
Ten
and we have the beat line Of
REN4-FOR
At
M B. NASH.
appendicitis, is recovering rapidly. He ham's parents. the Bev. Me. Graham,
$16,
only
street,
Trimble
1319-1221
them that can be bought. We
Agent New York Life insurance Co.
J. A. Lawless, who resigned his Is out of danger now and will be re• pastor of Calvary Baptist church. and
FriedJ.
including water. Apply le
handle the Diamond Brar.d of
Mrs. Graham. They came here from
PelsItion as ear inspector for the Pa- moved honer In about a week.
man. 128 Solidi Third.
-Auction sale of fine jewelry now
called
were
by
eleldren
they
(Seldwell
and
where
Michael
Pecitteah.
Mrs.
Ileltuatian
pure
Insect Powder
ducah Traction company to aecept a
Two front office on at Pollock's. 333 Broadway: next
FOR RENT
rand
°lethal:Wave
,
Worth,
Mrs.
in
Fort
borne
of'
their
death
returned
to
the
similar position with the Nashville.
put up in convenient sized
rooms. betereen 'Penh and Sixth on sale 7:30 tonight. Handsome souvetbis morning after a three tether. Judge W D. Greer.---Ealro
Chattanooga & St. Louis railroad.
Broadway.
will be vacant May 37. M. nir given away each pale.
packages
will begin work with the railroad weeks' The to friends and relatives bullet in.
•
F. Singleton. Phone 119.
in the city.
Monday. ..
WANTED--Yotme ladies of neat
Notice.
maliallighasows••mims1;;Ilmildrogis
Mrs. .1. H. Buchanan, of North SixFred McCreary, of the ear repairAll members of Man, hesrer Grove
appearance can make $3 to $5 per
visiting
Dr.
and
MM.
street,
is
fietith
ing department, and Fred Flannigan,
present at
No. 29, are urged to
day. Apply to Mrs. a'W.
of the Mt hino *hope at the DIMON F. V. Klmbrottgh. of Maxon Mills.
Jersey camp hall, Third and Elizabeth
433 Clark stieet. at 8 a we
Mr. Paul Cooper, of Denton, Is the
Central, will go to Morg-aafield tostreets. Sunday, May 17, at 1 p. m.
morrow to attend a Knights of Colum truest of Mr. Ben Wilson, of North
FOR SAL0---One 14 bereeltairet
sharp to assist the camp in memoriaL
Eighth street.
has Initiation.
gaeothis engine. Franklin make. Miltservice and decorating at Oak Grove
Martin
is
improved
toA.
Mrs.
W.
iou
erft
',hen
Newly
overTerrence,
gasoline
boat
Herbert
who has a clerimitre fr r
at 2:30 p. in.
LANGSTAFF
D.
Illness
at
her
J.
dAy
home.
from her
cal position with the Illinois Central
.auled. Will sell at a bargain. AdA. L TAXMAN. W. G.
Sun. I
railroad at Chicago. returned there 1109 Jefferson street.
care
Knowles,
dress
V.
I.
NORA JORDAN, Clerk.
Floor Manager
Mr. T. I.. Reeder. deputy jailer.
yesterday after visiting his parental,
FOR SALE--At a pertain. seveneonttneee to Improve from the pistol
here for
'lie deliciou ,, brain food
L-Potloelee auction sale of Jewett y
' .1111 slate Nal WV brick house
pund he received left week.
Sixteenth street fla- Idiart• today ; throe Flies cacti
65x166,
oa
iLot
Peones."
Grassham
end
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daughter,
Mrs. C.
-There's a
The pay car left this morning at
43 I !teed* ay Polk limn
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Now Look! Any 3 of the
articles mentioned below are
yours for 25c Saturday, 16th:

ROVAL

1

BAKING
POWDER

I

No fussing or fretting over
the biscuit making. Royal
is the aid to many a
cook's success.

TOBACCO NEWS

THE ',LOCAL NEWS

3 for Twenty-Five Cents_

1

fiEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.

r

a

5PRIN6 CLEANING
TIME
INSFCT POWDER

Public Dance

RAILROAD NOTES

AUDITORIUM 1101K

5c to 25c
A PACkAtiE

filLBERT'S
DRU6 STORE

77

Monday Night

Can Think
Clearly

May 18

GRAPE-NUTS

HILLMAN BAND

•

„
IMO. OIL

THE PATHIC . EVENING SUN.

..4k111(1)11

14

4.
,11

Another Week of Surprising MaySale Bargains
Prices now at the lowest on Women's Suits and Waists; big bargains in dependable Footwear; the greatest of all Clothing sales; new
Dress Goods and Silks at big reductions; a great sale of Chinese and Japanese Mattings; new models in,Millinery with still lower prices;
a bargain sale of Gloves, Embroideries and Laces. Convincing low prices in every nook and corner of the big store the coming week.
STYLISH MILLINIRY
Cases fall of charming hat,, leeight
at sacrificing prices on sale the coming week. Great assortments of the
season', best, the new, the correct
and approved shapes and styles, all
priced at prices that make it to your
best interest to buy byre.

(heat Dress floods Specials
in the May Sale
r One
One
(Me
One
One

table of 23c values at 19c.
table of 30e values at 39e.
tabie of extra values at 4Sc
table of,jil values a(75e:
table of •1.2,:, values at 96e.

Wash Fabrics ler the May Sale
If you haven't seen the 2or fabric-4i
we are selling for this sale at 12%c a
)ard. Don't delay, but come along.
Ific light blue Ginghanars, very
special In this sale at 10c a yard.

A May Sale of Charming
Waists
Stylish Lawn Waists 75e, 90e.
$1.00, $1.35, $1.5\0, $1.75 and $1.95.
Stylish lAce and Net Waists at
$3.98, $4.75 and $4.98.:
Stylish Jap Silk \Valets at $1 65,
$3.98, $4.75 and $4.95.

Women's Snits
At the lowest prices of the season.
some of them are now about half of
former prices.
$10 suit this week at $5.95.
Most retnarkable suit bargaine
from $5 9.5 to $14.60.

$1 Black Mercerized Pettitcos,s 59c
This extraordinary Friday and Saturday bargain will be continued next
week. Don't miss them It you' want
7.9c to do the work of a $1.00.

White Lawns for the May Sale
3.5c line Linen White Lawn at 315c.
40 Inch Persian White a 50c value
for :2 \fic iesard.
India Linons ?f unusual merit at
seed
Short lengths from 1 to 15 yards
"priced apechil tor -this sale it 8 1-3cs
a lard.

Matting. for the May Sale
New China and Japanese Matting,
Bought (item a year ago on import ender for this year. They are here now.
Most probably cheaper now than they
-setti be again -When you consider the
quality.
Special May Sale prices 17%c 19 SS c
and 24c a yard.-

dissatisfaction among the fa; me re and
dairymen. At Grahamville the farmers and dairymen intend to get a vet
ernarian trout Metropolis to make the
tests, but their attention was called
to the reading of the ordinance. It is
understood that some dairymen have
had their herds Vsted by vest-martens
other than the city inspector.

Men's Suits in the May Sale
at Reduced Prices for the
Coming Week

avl)

Orly ballet) men's suits reduced
it It:. for thls sale

Department Store
North Thhrd Beirert, Juet Off Broadway,

A May Sale of Slippen and
Shoes

Stylish Skirts for Next Week
el the May Sale

A tsig variety of styles. Our lines
a' $441, $1.73, $2 and $2.50 are
great.

The greatest assortment In the city

Our prime range from $4. $3 50
and $3 down.
Thousands of men, women and (-MIdren end it to their interest to heY
footwear here. If H.'s good for theta
It will be good for you.

to select from. The best fitting. hest
banging man tailored Skirts at prices
re higher than you have to pa v others
for Ill fitting, pooitly constructed
Skirts that does the wearer an injuatIce.
Here the coming week at 98e 'up
by eery stages to $18 each.

One. lumen
to $6 85.
One bench

of flijell'h SIIRS

to

reduced

merits reduced to is 75.

•• -

hixtraordinetry suits that you can't
match enieshere in quality, style, fit
and color at $10 to $15. Come try it
and get convinced that we advertise
truthfully.

•

Men's Pants
Men's Pants for the May Sale One
lot wen's $3.50 pants for this sale at
112.45 a peek

Men's NegFgee Shirts
A peat sale of 50e Shirts at 39e
each

Bey.' WashableSuits
Big Meek here and more on .
way for
Ma) Sale. PrIoes range
(rem 5,4. up to $2 a suit.

Men's Straw Hats hr the
May Sale
Values that will please you at 30e.
$I and $1.50 each. s,

Mea's Balbriggan Shirt* and
Drawers .'
Qu.d•ti,,. out of the ordinary at
25e and Woe each.
I.
•

•

Morning eubject: "Christ Jesus, and
!Tennessee river this evening.
had on a white waist -and hit• dirk artistic 4144 the high grade clothing
Fie Cruetted."
Evening subject:
Some hens left bya niovIng %Mtge- hair. I found a very good seat, only was (Depilated
1 have had the pleat"Treading the Wine Press Alone."
' f olr
de on the wharfboat. became I got _behind
two
Merry WIddw r
y
d yureinlogth imn g
greatientan
t I
ore4
'44 ivnieddlifirtte„it
I
•
SWOND-There will not be an)
widows yes:tot:day
when the only hate. The ladles were &ratted very
cities
hi
presetting services; at the church to- !
rooster fedi overheard
mid
was nicely and seemed to be ennoing the tilisterlous career, taut never saw the
morrow. thinday school at the reguormaiwi
lookorseroare,,rawro.roors,
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In the time of our forefathers the forests and fields were the only laboratories from which they could procure their medicines. is They searched out
and compounded the different roots, herbs and barks into remedies, many of
which have been handed down to succeeding generations, and continuously
used with satisfactory results. Among the very best of these old time prepationa is S. S. S., a medicine made entirely from roots, herbs and barks,
In such combination as to make it the greatest of all blood purifiers. This
absolute vegetable purity of S. S. S. makes it the one medicine that may be
lased without fear of harmful results in any slily. Most blood medicines on
the morket contain mercury, potash, or some other strong mineral. These
act with bad effect on the system, upsetting the stomach, interfering with
the digestion, affecting the bowels, and when used for a prolonged period of
time often cause salivation. No such effects ever result from the use of
S. S. S., and it may be taken by children as safely as by older people. For
Sheumatiatu, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Malaria, Scrofula, Skin Diseases,
and all other troubles caused by impure or poisoned blood, S. S. S. is a perfect remedy. It goes down into the circulation and removes all poisons,
impurities, humors or unhealthy matter, and makes the blood pure and rich.
It eliminates every particle of the taint of inherited blood trouble, purifies and
Strengthens the weak, deteriorated blood, and establishes the foundation
for good health. S. S. S. is Nature's Blood Purifier, and its many years of
successful bervice, with a steadily increasing demand for it, is the best evidence of its value in all blood troubles. Book on the blood and any medical
advice free of charge.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.e
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4. Peel ,Aitested Deed for $24mr,4Wio I ritr.i firheff Separated From Her
litiffuti Husband.
tweure of I onseyor.
Is
New York. May 16.—A decree of
PaJ
/gay It —The American conin favor of Frital
sent a'iii of
A. Pitel, has be- absolute divorce
actress.
was signed today
t•letteff,
the
come unpleasai)
through
litnvolved
her attestation of a document in a by Justice McCall, on a report of a
suit brought by the widow of Leo- referee who heard the ertdence. Miss
marrird to Baron son
pold Saba. formerly of San Francis- itielscff was
...el, to annul a deed conveying to two Hadeleben in 11103
of her w(nis certain property in San
Freertero rained wt—Iliteto„tent. —gtr:PItel has admitted that the attesta- those who most ignore individuality.
tion ass Mindy at the request of one
of ti,o stone %Ritmo the prosetsca.of
Tie rainbow chaser at least gets a
the taiellitr.
run for his money.
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D. E. WILSON

Ruth Grey will appear at Wallace
park casino for one week, commencing Monday. May 18. There are hundreds in this city who have witnessed
her feats of mind or spirit power who
are fully persuaded that Ruth Grey is
Just what she appears, or is repteDented to be.
In fact. Miss Grey makes no claims
She simply appears before the public, answers scores of questions that
have never left the bands of the
writers. She goes further, expresses
deep sympathy. offers consoling
words, gives information as to future
events and calmly warns against line
pending danger. She makes the surp4sing and startling declarations in
a matter-of-fact manner. She enterliterally astounds man)
tains and
who witness these sittings, or whatever one may call them.
Xveryone is entitled to their own
opinion regarding Ruth Grey. She
Professes to be utterly indifferent to
applause and to criticism and there is
no effort made to make any person
believe anything. The opportunity
will simply be afforded you to form
r awn roneluidona lifter seeing her
any night next week.
Two matinees will be given during
this engagement, one on Thursday
afternoon for ladles only another Saturday afternoon for the general

Word Plachot St III Become Secretary of Agriculture.

DO CIA'11 WOMEN
ATTEMPT TOO MUCH?

In an interesting eonveraation not
long ago Mn.. Joseph Mumford, of
PhSadelphia, gave some pertinent
ideas appropos of women's work in
club life and misapplied energies. It
was her opiuitin that moat club women tiled to do too much and worked I
too bard, forgetting that they could
not acconseillah all of the great results
in a day, or even a term of office. Her
suggestion was that instead oi trying
to bring about a number of big reforms, club women divide themselves
riteadnbralchintis2 ..u111:14 Sea h V 0$.
into bands and lend their influence in
not more than one great undertaking
at a time. In her long experience in
clvic and educational club work Mrs
Y•tumford said that she had fouhd that
'women very often lent their aid to
work of which their better Judgment
could but disapprove. This she believed to be the result of their impulWomen should Under/ADM that siveness and generosity. Such women
melancholia, comnaortly called "the were like people, who in throwing a
blues," is in nine times out of ten a stone threw their whole bodies at t
suresymptom of some tierious female same time. Women, she said, nearly
organic derangement and should always throw into the undertaking
have immediate attention.
not only their interest, as men do,
Women
whose
spirits are but their whole body and soul, so that
depressed, and who are ailing io a little while they find themselves
and miserable, should rely upon wrecked its health and wholly unable
to accomplieh just what they Mailed
out so zealously and overeisruestly to
gain. "No woman In the land believes
as is evidenced by fell a tug letters. More firmly in woman's ennobling inMrs. F. Ellsworth, of Mayville, fluences than I do, nor in the power
of that influence for good in molding
N. Y., writes to Mrs. Pinkham:
"For three years I was in an awful public opinion than I do," said Mrs.
despondent and nervous condition numford, "but I do believe that we
canned by female troubles. I was not women are making a great mistake
contented anywhere, and was in sueh
to half a dozen
constant fear that something terrible when we try to belong
was going to happen that it seemed as dIffierent organizations and try to atthough I should lose my mind. Lydia tend ail the call, business and social
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has meeting's. We can't do them all well
restored my health. and I cannot say without doing something toward unenough for it."
dermining our own physical strength,
Mrs. Mary J. Williams,of Bridgeour first ditty to
port, Ill., writes to Mrs. Pinkliani: fact that we owe
I have been suffering from a female and we must never lose sight of the
trouble, backache and headaches, and ourselves and our homes."
was so blue that I was simply indespair.
I feel it my duty as well as my pleasure • Kitty (lighting her cigarette)—
to tell you that Lydia E. Pinitham's
Vegetable Compound cured me. The "Don't you smoke, Claire?"
Claire—"No."
change in my appearance is wonderful,
Kitty—"Well, you are behind the
and I wish every suffering woman
would try it."
times."
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN. "Claire--"Oh. I don't know. I've
For thirty years Lydia E. Pink. learned to swear and bet and drink
ham's Vegetable Compound, made highballs and I've got a safety razor."
from roots and herbs, has been the —April Lippincott's.

WOMEN

and

IHF HOOK end
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Have You'a
Summer Stove?

Look before you leap; you can't
Jump back from the fire into the frying pan.
Even a wall flower will bloom when
induced to talk about herself.
A woman's hair Is always too thick
or too thin to suit her.

The stifling air of a
close kitchen is changed
to comfortable coolness
by installing a New Perfection Wick Blue Flame

soil11111
-11
VIM

Oil Cook-Stove to do the
family cooking.
No kitchen furnishing
is so convenient as this
stove. Gives a working
heat at once, and maintains it until turned out
—that too, without overhe.iting the room. If you examine the

NEW PERFECTION
Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove

}n

you will see why this is so. The heat from the
chimney of the "New Perfection" it concentrated
under the kettle and not dissipated through the room
by radiation. Thus it does the work of the coal
range without its discomfort. Ask your dealer about
this stove—if not with him, write our nearest agency.
is a very
handsome
piece of
housefurnishing and gives
a clear, powerful light MOM agreeable than gas or
electricity. Safe every. here and always. Made
of braes finely nickel plated—just the thing for the
living-room. If not with your dealer, write our
nearest agency.

Theiax

LYDIA E.PINKHAM'S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND

Washington, May IA.—Secretary of
Agriculture James Wilson, who has
held his cabinet portfolio longer than
any member of the president's official
family, according to intimate friends. standard .remedy for female ills,
will revisit In the near future.and has positi vely cured thousands of
Should Secretary Wilson resign be- women who have been troubled with
President
fore the expiration of
displacements,inflammation,ulmra.Roosevelt's term in March. 1909. tion, irregularitiea, periodic pains,
there is little doubt that his etiocessor backache. Why dou't you try it!
will be Clifford Piachot, United States
forester.
"" Those who believe that matches
Trouble leads some men to drink, are made in heaven have faith to
burn,
but lots of others beat trouble to it.

hi Inks, Pencils, Envelopeti, Carbon Paper and Office Supplies.
,es it Ihellf1 anything to you if We say Falcon Pens at 50c a
grosaf NVe dou't ask you to keep an)thing that don't in t you.

quality

Ruth Grey, the ,i,ttraetion fee All of
Nest Week, Beginning Mosalay
N Otte.

fairseli WILSON TO RESIGN.

We Are Putting Out Some
Mighty Good Values
know the

OPENS WALLACE PARK CASINO
MONDAY NIGHT FOR SEASON.

i

1C1REstis GETS DIVORCE.

We cell the ve, y best stuff made and
prices arc right.

BLUE

MANAGER MALONE

MADE FROM
• ROOTS AND HERBS
A SAFE AND RELIABLE BLOOD PURIFIER

(4
:tAt

°Lamp

Standard 011 Company
issaraimataa)

OKLAHOMA SENATORS FIGHT.
Roth Sustain Bruises — Peaceniaker
Also Hort.

their outlook upon the world making
them better wives and mothers; it
means a widetlinff of their intelligence,
making them better able to cope with
the problems that daily confront them
The club that elms at thesc high ideals
will avail itself of every stimulus to
intellectual and moral development.—
Louisville Herald.

Guthrit, May 1.6.—Senators Morris
and Roddie engaged in a fist fight on
the floor of the senate hero today as a
result of Roddie calling Morris a liar.
Senator Roddie sustained serious
bruises on the head. Senator Brook,
Cleveland Improving.
who intervened, was hit by the comLakewood. N, J., may 1g.—Mrs.
batants.
Grover Cleveland, who participated in
the dedication exercises of the college
Real Meaning of the Worw "Club." of the City -of New York, returned f0
The founders of the club movement New York, and after a -vosit to the
Intended that the club should mean sick room, announced that Mr. Clevemore to a woman than- the whiling land is st-Aidily gaining strength.
The sudden change of temperature
away of an idle hour. It means study
and self-Culture to this great body of iv the cause of extra vigilance on the
women, many of whom were deprived part of the attending physicians.
Manager Becker. of the Lakewood
of the advantages of hightr education;
I; means an uplift from the rut of the hotel, says no arrangements have yet
live, of busy housekeepers and home- been made to remove the ex-president
mekers; it means a broadening of to l'inceton

$1,000 BONDS $200s
Paducah and Cairo Electric Railroad
An Opportunity to

make a Safe, Secure Investment and Help the City of Paducah

This Electric Road is a Necessity

Will Earn Good Dividend

HE conditions which we are building this railroad to meet are so unusual
that it is hard to gauge the possible and probable earning powers accurately, for we do not believe that there is in the United States of America
today any section of country as badly in need of an Electric railroad as the
country traversed by the proposed Paducah and Cairo Electric Railroad.
Glance at the map and you will see that this is a thickly populated country, the two terminals have over 50,000 people. The farming through this
section is stupendous, and shows that the amount of freight to handle will be
so great that it would seem necessary to figure not how we are going to get
the businesi, but how are we going to take care of it.

We base this on enormous business the road will do, small amount of
Securities issued—no watered stock---the economical way in which the property
can and will be operated.

T

Why This Road Should Be Built
It is conceded by all that a line of this kind will give territory through
which it will operate what has been needed for some time. The traveler will
soon learn that you can conic and go almost any hour in the day, that you can
spend a day in the country at a minimum cost, that you can come to the city
and do not have long, tiresome waits for a train, and that the small stockholder---we hope you will be among them—will have an investment paying a
good dividend. Electric railroads are paying handsome dividends all over the
country, and we know of no failure of any such line to do so. We are trying
to show you that this is the time to lay aside a nest egg for the future. There
may be some fear that this railroad with tremendous earning power will he
bought up by some set of capitalists, but, remember, if your bond is in your
hands the only way they can get it from you 111 to pay you your price for iL
Our advice to you is to invest every dollar that you feel you can sp'ar'e for the next
year or two in this railroad, a careful study of all the tacts in the case, the conditions, the
country through which this line will pass, will show you the wisdom of such a course.

Now Let's Talk Heart to Heart
You are interested in Western Kentucky, and want to see it grow, have a
personal interest, pride and hate to see something that would be of such vast
benefit to the community allowed to slip by simply because you had offered
no ass'stance. Opportunity now confronts you, grasp it, a modest investment, which is not speculative, but sound investment. The sagacious man
or woman knows that he or she must grasp opportunity as it comes, not as,it
goes, help us and we will help you. Call at our office when in Paducah. We
will be glad to see you and talk face to face about this railroad. Come tomorrow, if you can, if not, come as soon as you can. We want to See you,
we want to talk this matter over with you.

This is the Proposition:
The company has placed in my hands $40,000 of its 20 year gold bonds
to dispose, in denomination of $200 and $1,000 payments to be made by the
purchaser at times and under following conditions:
One-fourth (I) at completion of first five (5) miles of said railroad.
One-fourth (I) at completion of ten (10) miles of said railroad.
One-fourth (I) at completion of twenty (20) miles of said railroad.
One-fourth Or balance when entire line is completed between Paducah, Ky ; and
East Cairo, Ky.
c
Write or telephone, will be pleased to call and explain in detail how you (an hlp
Paducah and a meritorious enterprise.

Americ an-German Bank
,Building, Paducah, Ky.
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for legit money than soy other ear, even at a considerably higher price.
Twenty-five to 35 miles per gallon 1.1" gasoline, !else) tee 15,400 miles per
set of tires, repairs lets than $15.60 per year: that's what the user Sala.
liret cost kiweet, Maintenance Mat lowest, eMciency highest: that's
why they call the Ford &quality car.
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FQREMAN /11&08. ELECTRIC CO.
FORD—The car that WSW longer and costa leaset white IL INAS,
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Automobilists and Boat Owners

SPECIAL NOTICE
' 1

•
We bate Deemed the services of e. D. ROBINSON,
of fit. Lords, to repair every description of 11550line Etiginee, atieh as atitomobilestend gasoline
hoists* nntl vasoline engines of every description.
We make a specialty of adjusting mixing valves
and earbertonrs, at the lowest prices in the city.
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SPEND SUNDAY ON THE RIVER
%Vaithigiton. May 16.—Bcnator Mi Lando has secured the Pasaage of a
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receive the approval of the president,
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the collector opposed to the unfeeling
nits is oit:y one of the many gigantic
Water.
wretch who borrows one volume out
t 101140411 Water aultply con,fiiur
44.
a aeries arid forgets to Morn It.
of
twined In the annual report of the
Sottapo.
Coleridge's weakuessThis was one
.'Metiopolitan
water_
the
for
board
- pronounced that Lamb
irs and was so
year
ending
March
31.
A
1907.
HOW INller.
staff of 770 oalcials. tefelYIBIR 1154.- described him as -a maker of odd vol1y.
sGI in salarles.,ituperIntends the Work umes." The late J. WhItefoord MacLem inade.
:of the board. ubith Is shown by the Kenzie. a well knowu collector, once
V.
foliowmg totals: Total water supply. told the present ivIter that when any,
Oltagerale.
s2:125.249,347 gallons; 'daily water one asked him for the limo of a single
"I
upply 226.0040,0%3 gallons; area, robotic out of a Pet he sways replied
OrateJute.
supplied, ii37.4 'square miles: popu- that he would rather...lead him the
VII. lation supplied. 6.8.1.043; daily ay- whole teu, iffteen or twenty volumes
Duttermith.
(,lage a head, 7,2.1,5 gallon!.
Post-Dispatch,
--St LOUIS
of the series (halt have them left az
odd volume's on his bands.
%tithe to INietractses.
bibliophile. tells
"I've Just been to see the Gar
The Board of Public Works and Roberts, the renowned
...Wis." said Mrs. Limiting. laying City Eastover will receive bids on In -The Book [touter In London" that
aside hor wraps. "They're all well Tuesday. May 19th 11108, at 3 o'sleek the bookplate of a certain Ilene' coletc, pt Mr. Garlich. He's got an awm., at their oilloe la the elly hell. lector hire this text from the parable
ful bad knee. Ap near atoi can make for gradibg and gravelleg West Clark of the ten virgins! -Go rather to them
cat from what ths - dottor says the atreet and Gould avenue from Tenth 'that sell and 144 for yountelves.'•
poor roan le threatened with diagon- lareyt to Brunson avenue. as per "Sir," said • man of wit to au acals of the tiote."—Chleago Tribune. 14:a4114 and specifications on tile in the quaintance who laturtited the difficulty
City Engineer's °See, under the or- vrhIcia be found in giersuailing his
friends to return the volumes that be
"She wag crazy to go on the ?tate" dinance aathorlzing
had lent thetn-7sir, your acqua'Mamas
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.
-That's what all the critics said
Sad. I suppowe, that it Is much more
Ry L.
Kolb. Secretary.
after her first psetorMance."—Hir.
books themselves
1.' A 'Washington. City Engineer. easy to retain the
mainsheet Age-lieraid
than what' is contained In them."
AM ingenious plan to limit taxek borrowlug la told ter I. Ashby Sterry. In
ENTARLIS11111) 1,474.
MI the books of a certain cunning book
collector he had the price written bei
plain figures. When any one asked
P.% DOC.% H. k NTUCE Y.
him for the loan of n book be !martsUNITED STATEN DEPOSITORY.
bly replied. "Yea, with pleasure." anti.
4 `sp4tal. Meephas sad Undivided Profits
$100.000 00
locking In the volume, further added,
1.100.011.0 5)0
Pliarebokiers
frl see the price of this work is 42 175.
Total lysv.nsthillity to Dellotaltors
114X1.000 00
fid- (or whatever it might happen to
S. B.
Prrairkst.
JOB. J. FRIEDMAN, Vice PT:raiding.
bet. "You may take It at this figure.
sea. Oardsier. C. K HICHAR11.40N, Amt. Cashier.
J. C.
which will, of coons, be refunded
PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS.
tir Wit's
when the volume Is learnd"
DIRlitilfi MRS.
ter Scott's plan was ingenious. When
L.
J.
FOWLER,
A.
M.
HUGHES,
liNtir
M
S.
WHIM.
A. F..
he loot a book from his library be put
1-f-rritItseh. flSt J. ta. 10100101, lilt trK OWE(.
In its place a wooden block hearing
the name of the liorroiier and the date
of the loan. Many were the anathemas
leveled by collectors againstghoote who
would borrow or steal their volumes.
were macarook
Sometimes these
rhymes written by student's—es, neer
ample, the following, which was in
scribed upon a'lLatin hook used in Aberdeen university:
Si quisquIs fur's-tot
This little Libellum
Per roebera. Per JOvem
I'll kill him I'll fell him;
In yer 'rem till,
I'll • ick my scalpellum
And teatiii him In steal
My tittle Menem.
In the library of a famous Glasgow
collector there was recently the copyof Scott's 'Minstrelsy of the Scottish
Border" which belonged at one time
to William Motherwell and in which
the poet had Inscribed the following
110350.000
Total seem*, to tinposliors
verse.
AccoUntas.f bolliithiala awl firms solicited. We appreezate
William Motherwell ways die work Is his.
Who shall esinsay hitn7
small as well as large depositors arid orlon' to All the MOO Ctillaefo00111
Ile that dare. do it
tryst meat.
May the melkte dell flay him!
Even- more violent denunciations
were written against the book stealer
In the sixteenth century. when bookie
Yet
were more precious than now
even the modern poet nods it needful
8.1TIUMMY NIGHTS 1-1104 7 To a 0'(71,0CM.
to anathematise politely:
To the had looks my fancy clings;
(yet them my metnory grovels.
I swear In aptelt when I see
The gaps among 'thong...1s.
Thal Thackensy I -loved and lostI mourn stilt sorrow tender.
Whoever hs• it elso has
The curses of the lender.
The lady Illegal. ('ralgtuyie) who
wrote those linen expresses her gratitude for the fact that "no one bor.
rows poets," though that is not the
opinion of Charles Sayle. who thus
threaten's the poostble thief 1/1 "The
Marriage of Cupid and Psyche:"
Cursed be he who robs me of this book,'
With all his race. Let It lwe desolate
And brought Slow If an be It wa• great.
For that he wiekedly. Impiously took
That was another's. Let great serpenta
look
At him a-Weeping. with dull 4” es of hate.
Art let hlm, waking, be compelled of fat•
in the spring of
Ti, cast his cerse wittillta the nearest
brook,
1900. Sold in bottles with
This to as comprehenalve a curse as
that 'which overtook the fated "Jack•
the government stamp
'law of Ithelma"-and OP IDeffeCtlial.—
Ihnidee Advertiser.
neck, showing
over the
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For the cupboard and medicine
chest there is nothing tip.trior

HEAlifli AND VITALITY
Mott's Neyerine Pills.
The great iron and tonic restorative for men and women, produce*
strength and vitality, builds up the
sylterti and refiners the normal vigor.
For sale by druggists or by mall, $1
per hog. 6 boxes for If).
M'f'g. Co Cleveland. 0.

Will Have 05 More Than Majority M
11eput4ican i'4)11% entfor.
Washington. Ma) 16.— in the Taft
headquarters in Washington Ibis evimlag Mr. 'Hitchcock issued the followlag statement
California.
"State eseventions in
Montana, North Dakota and Oregon
and rive district ronventions is. California, two in Oregon and one each
North Carolina. Ohio and Texas.
elected lifto-two delegates .,,ad instructed them for Taft. The total
number of delegates pledged to Taft
L. now 574.
sill
The Texas State convention
Inert-s.. the total number In the Taft
column to 5,46. ti 93 more than a
itta)orlty of the Reput•Ikan natkinal
con vention
Th• Orci•al by Fire.
The really 'strong scene of the play
had arrived and the amateur bero
Waned hit:Melt r.u• the effort. The
hottee tutu CI11.11 !lie Wily ,111111111 had
MN., and lila
entrapped hill, 1%:14
thrilling escape from the burning strut!.
titre was where he soli going to bring
doe n the house.
"I am choking!- he cried. -The
smoke Is overpowering
That would hale been all right excipt for the fact that there was no
awoke, and It Well's unreal to choke
with snioke when there Isn't any
smoke to choke with.
"Tbe Barnes!" he cried. "The names
feel them!"
But the names were absent alto. 110
glanced Into the wings and realized
what had happened. Some one had
damped the red tire.
It was • moment of terrible strain
Nothing relieved the situation, and he
tint him head and rambled ou about
the fire that DO one could see. It yeas
awful, and It was worse when a big
brute In the gallery bellowed forth:
'•Nover mind the firs. irtiv'nor! Get
on with your
And then the actor laughed a wild.
maniacal laugh, and the kindly curtain
came dowu.--LotithioTit Bits.
•

Pming llw Way.
"George," said the pretty girl, "I
know you're awful bashful."
leap
This was portentous, with
year so new. He blushed assent.
"And you'd have proposed to me
except for that'!"
- This, too, he was bound to acknowHedge.
"Well, then I would have accept-,
rd." she went on, "and so that's set•
EV.tNa KWh IN WA/4111INGTON. tled.'
Discussing the matter later she
Glad to (let Home—Will Take Much expressed a natural pride that she
had not taken advantage of the seaNeeded 144.4.

prInt!t.ve affair uf 1.,̀6S And the modern dialog ear, finished in Mild mahogany, with gorgeous furniture, and
a menu as elaborate and cooking as
dainty as that supplied in any of the
foreidost hotels of America. Verily,
we have been going some in the four
decades that have gone by since the
Alton's first crude experiment."—Baltituore American.

Washington, May 16.—Roar Adtui
As a tonic for a run-down reputa:al Evans returned to Wenbinkton
The path or giory leads to the
Just In time to hurrah for the armored tion try a dose of charity.
grave— se do all other paths.
et tt''scr Msfylanti. wh,ch, the nary deA man's elle usioilly has snip,
fiftt;n him than he has In himself,.
niartnwitt hau announced, bat irtm the
tiophy in the gnat battleship and
luirer target practice In Magdalena
bay.
Admiray esans *as i•xtremotp glad
to get back home.
He NOS,that he had been In the boat
It Is a great dos} rhos-peer to place annual subscriptions to sevof hea'th at almost eve' stage of his
eral rtnagazines at the same time and order them all together from
journey from the roa•t to Weishing1ta, than it. is to buy the same magazines singly or subscribe to them
ton, aid could only repeat the euloCombination club offers are now made by vrbloh subSeparately.
gies h t had uttered of- the ships, their
Scribers to several magazines an secure bargain prices, sometimes
officers and their men.
fatting three or four magaz!nos for the price of one or two. Sub"1 purpose now," he said, "no take
ScriptIons may be 'sent to different addresses, if desired, and may beWe had a famous twine.
is rest
gin with any month. Lot us know what magazine, you ara takleft everybody in good health and
Mg now or what magazines you want to take nest year, and we will
spirits, and I wish them a safe and sue
,the combination price, eh owing saving to he effected.
Spot
cessial veyaw till they arrive hack
in Hampton Roads."
SAMPlE
WILDIAMS' KIDNEY Midi
4neglected your Kidneys?
1
Have yot/
Have yhu Overworked your nervous
system and caused trouble with your
kidneys and bladder? Have you pains
In lolls, side, back, groins and bladder! Rave you a flabby appearance
of the face, especially under the eves.
Too frequent a desire to pass urine?
if so, Williams' Kidney Pills will cure
you—at Druggists. Price 50c. William? M'f'g. CO., Celeveland. 0.

She asked him IL he Was the ph°.
He sad he was.
She
tographer.
asked him If he took children's plctotes. He said he did. Sh e asked
hi,,, how much he charged. He said:
•.Four dollars R dozen" "Then
P:FP," she resaid T. rlfd. hare to go POMPahore
"Just
haye p!pren."—auvreee
only
"I
plied:
”the
man,
railroad
Newton, a Chicago
old put on the Magazine.
Ch I rago * Alton
on ally
first din
e
He—Do ton think It wool(' he
Is was
railway train in the w
ago and AO foolish for mo to marry • girl who,
on the ran between Chir
Inferior intellectually? She
heels. If that car could be exhile• Was my
than foolish— im possi hie.-—More
create
would
waivers&
tted now it
merriment. It had olkloth • table Philadelphia inquirer.
.
rovers, the *eats. were arseeseta40 .
Vi'e esn't help feeling sorry for
at
.10111 ellethe floor, and Its Ilthaolisat
the pelf made nran who boasts of his
pdaded on candles,
handiwork
th
"Think of the

Use.

-DO VOU• OWN A HOME?
paying
How long have you been
rent, and do not own a pleket, or
,hingle on the roof' Own your
home. $6.00 or ;0. a day will start
oan is granted It
after th
you, and, aft
will cost you only $7.7r0 per month
on each $1,000 borrowed with 10%
years to pay back. We have bought
and built 30%1 homes at $1.000 each
for people in the state in the heat two
years. Call on Standard Treat Co.,
State Manager W. E. Mathews, for a
few days at 216 South Third street
Denneberger House. from /8 h. In to
9 p. m.

lleClure's Magazine $1.60
or American
Reader Magazine.... 8.00
..1.60
Metropolitan
or World Today
or Woman's Home
Companion
86 00
All for $3.00, Half Priori
Hoarier Magazine • • • $3:"
Review of Reviews ..3.00
or Outing
or Ainslee's
or Smart Sot
111 00
Both for $3.00, Half Petro
Homo Magazine ....3 1 00
..1 60
McClure's

Mccnil'a Magariss
(with pattern)
Home Magazine. ..

1 00
8.10

All for $LIM Half Pries
Desiga er .. .. .. .. $0.60
(with fambiOnli)
Cosmopolitan .. .. 1.1110
Reader ltia_gasino... $ 00
4.60
All ler IMAM

rid,fir

Onisplete Subscription Oatalogue, with Asa atifal Mar.:won
rovor listing till magazinos singly and in elute at lowest rates, mot
You free on receipt of postal card' request.

- ----Cettral Magazine Agency • • lodianapolis, Irdiana.
The Hobba-Merrill Company.
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German Lutherans From United States
to Emigrate to Saskatchewan District

•
se

•

•

tot Fe This'Way?

5,

Cenada ante.'
Chicago.—Inipelled much as the wili send to Western
sal
fought investors and settlers in larger Itti&W
they
••
Mormons were when
added
He
before.
ever
titan
their way across the "great Ainerican tiers
the
or
event
"the
desert" to the valleys of Utah, and i the °picket that
had created abeui
as the Dunkards Were whea the) enit.; past four months
strong feeliag
grated front Ohio to CuItforula. bun- the United States a
lands rathei
investaient
to
favorable
the;
from
Lutherans
dreds of Germs'
industrial enterUnited States are preparing for ailtthau In stuck e and
Their, prises, nir the reason that their seSaskatchewan.
to
exodus
alarming
to
church leaders are encouraging theituilties are subject
strinmovement, and the Getman Lutheian shrinkage in times of financial
asseclation has bought a greet tract gums.
"This determination on; the part
of land --30.0-04 aerese—in the Tramping Lake district of Saskatchewan of Americans to put their atrium; in
Nor- lands Is k capital thing so far as Canaprovince, which the Canadian
thern railway is linkiag to Hudson da is concerned." he said. "Canadiao
lands are highly thought of in the
Bay and Liverpool beyond.
Religious faith has impelled many United States as Mn investment."
hegiras within the United States, but
Other. Coluaies.
this removal of die German LutherMen) religious beliefs are repre•
Nebraska,
from
principally
ans.
sented among the people who preeis
Iowa and Kansas. to Canada. is ceded the German Lutherans
when I first irrnte,von for
unique in the msnner.of the going. their movment to Caucada
You know hues pock I was,
At Roe,For nine years. I suffered with severe female tiit1.
bad. I geared
Two years ago, niv . bealth as
take Cardui. 1 had bad faintto
me
told
yon
and
The Mormons trekked across the them, in the Seekateheasen valley
advice
orders, was irregular, my back and side would almost- •
eintr.id te.aery and &died all over ever', rennth. At timeo
eat, was weak and thin and had
plains in moving wagons and en- a colony of Russian Meusonites has
ing orelle• ouuld not
kill me and every mouth I nearly cramped to death.
oilier-lie.:
At last I demy
end
to
death,
for
1.4fted
T
step
alLorer. I was nacreous, I could
the
of
countered danger every
pains
awful
taken root. Early in the 90's they
such
till
hope,
all
lost
I tried everything, without relief, and
ei led to try Wine 'of Cardin. '1'wcIve bottles of this
abnut four &dock in the
way. But theft.. Gerinien Lutherans comprised son:y a small handful o
not go to sleep at night till
one day I took Cardui which toned Inc up, tae I ,an
srenclerful medicine stopped niy 1Utur1ii. and made my
of \Vine of Carrlui
will ride In Pullmans. eat three meals Immigrants. Today a traveler who
bottles
II
taking
morning. After
My housework withalt ease anal *ow
h"lth•
lite worth living.a day in the dining, cars and eojoy leans out o the train window can
ap.I ntrong; can tot anything, sleep all
well
now
Ky.
an
Cary,
SARAH J.
lit% Texas.
all the comforts of modern travel. corn eight loge' elevators Mantling
MRS. MATTIE CAMPBELkb
better than in
night, can do all my housework and feel
It will be an hegira de luxe.
beside the tracks, with a capacity of
years.
These People have been la a ter- asquart,r of a mew, bushels of
MRS. F. G. PETERSON, Hershey, Neb.
Ment of exciteMent for weeks. Last wheat, betigas with the produca of
pains
trouble,
estarrh,
had
Ifemale
and
female
to
old.
am 60 wars
T sedteeed for nine (9) yeors wifIt*
fall one of the elders wire went
the commuelly. . These Mennnites
kw down in hock, a dirsy, dull headaehe, palpitation of
Canada ,.to inspect the tract which are a thrifty and orderly people
which eamed many disegrevalfles symptom. At hue I
the )wart, and was en weak I could only sit up a little
later was purchased. wrote a ietter
derided to *bullion other nieelienwe and trsa Wine of
Another colony Is that of the Ruse
female
which was published in a Nebrasks saw stioukhobors, wire are priscipally
I dial neat know that anything mild step
while at a time. I had one of oar brat physician& but
Carahai, anti have been imprinting evet'sin, 0. Now I
paper. and aroused so much interest known to the reading public becauss.
seine, from which I had suffered for two years, until I
jaw I was going down, rapidly, so decided bo try Cardni.
am ehnoet as strong as I ever wab ane.stalt for no one to
among his people that they talked of their abandonment of their fermis
'sled rim wonderful medicine, Wine of Cardail. I bad
Before I had finished the first leUtie T felt much imhelp me with worientsesterk.
of little elsa bp this new "plotaleed and their marth
up,
am
I
bottles
10
taken
either female trouhlre besidea, but was cured in a little
masse toward
have
I
Gaffney, S. C.
proved and now that
land." The minister has been quoted, Winnipeg "in
While. Parallel is a bletwing to womankind. I retinaeif Jesus."
as arch
able to do my work.
as saying that his people thorght of Thousands of these peculiar people
it to all inv friends.
E. BEATY, Lusk, TeL
mend
MRS.
•
nothing but "Canada. Canada." all the lire at Yorkton and toiler are conOKitTRtI/E GATLIN, Timberrille, Miss.
"could
he
that
complained
time, and
The Dotitentedly- tilling the soil
cannot env eseteth in praise of Carini. It is a
not get them to talk of Christ at all." khobors still affect the great oven 'During pregnancy, I
Iffeseing to suffering women.
His congregation determined to move like stove, the icon above the door.
Knits Were. stroller. so •
my
and
ate
I
Carlini ie certainly the iwee and meet wonderful
all
tsearly
vomited
to the new laid in time to raise a and the raised platform circling the
taking Cardui, the
after
tonic there is, to build up limo-red nerten and for all
wtok
.1
I was as irregular and suffered from other female
I (-mild not walk.
crop this season, and, finally. to sat- living room. where the beds are made
other female b-oubles. I have used it for myself and
tronbles, hut I took three bottles of Cardin and it has
swelling was nearly ntl one, and thriegh I have had
isfy them, the mieister and two prom- dewn.
done me more good than any medicine I ever took in my
daughter*. Before taking it, I was a total e -ark, but
12 children, the bahy that clime after taking eardui,
inent members of the church were
England
Ms furnished several
fattest lutbg I ever had.
after I began improved item the first and I know that
life. Now I am perfectly regular and on the way to
selected as delegates to Ink at the
was the easiest birth
hands of eolopista for Canada. SevIi eared my life.
ALler, COITTE.N. Wheeling, W. Va.
health again.
land. The segue: was the purchase
eral thousands of Galiclios% have setMRS. EVELINE MeGREW, Austin, T.
of 1.0.00o acres from an American.
RS. MARY FREIMAN, Paint IAA, Ky.
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"coming
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J. F. Luse, of St. Paul.. Milan.. and
from
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now the exodus is at hand.
get." The largest Galician colony
This movement has found wan' reAbreit fire rola ago,I was all rnn down, haying bees
lies northeast of Edmonton. When
Hastings.
was very week from fereale disorders and was alcruits In Nebraska, From
with female trouble for tees-melt. years. The
.Meted
T reenmmend Cartini to all my lady friends. I think
the, Galiclans first arrived In panada
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a
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operation.
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the hest medieine fee female trmibleri. It works
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they
all the seeiret. codeine. washing. ironing and
so that heusehold goode. live stock
I
began to take Carden, and before I had taken half a
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a
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charm. I had suffered untold misery for 20
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and peop:e wit' travel together aud
general hotLrwork, for a famey of :,;na (9). and haven't
e
bottle I felt lilke a different woman. F,"1.-neyer I feel
goots. At the fii-st the (rilidan men
pars,
with earimia female troubles, I took all kinds of
simultaneously.
arrive
been in bc#1 • itingle mliv, for over Iwo (2) yalaa. I
over-worked or run-down,, a few dor.,:s at l'ardni make
IllstROiSaa, but nothing 1e'1 me as much good as Wine
the shoaed a disposition to set the women
A curious feet, bearing on
tiink Cardni i4he greatoot, remedy sun ,wrth.
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work
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to
plow:
better.
of Cordite. Now I am regular, suffer no pain aud am
this.
is
changes going on in Canada
O.
S.
roweling,
MRS. 1.1:11 W.ALPEN,
but now they permii the females to
MRS- L. BPYSER, Cameron, Ill.
better in every way
that the German Lutheran colonists
dl) woman's work, while they perform
MILS. MATT1P. CHRISTOPHER, Atlanta., Ga.
when they have settled in the Trampheavier
tasks.
the
ing Lake region will be really nearer
States
the
linit"ed
The Mormons of
. to the European grain markets than
Before I began to take Citrilui, I sus so gook and
T suffered froe female trouble every month,,ever
beard the call of the Canada wheat
were the Dunkard farmers before they
nervous I could hardly be up lied could hardly 1141: the
backache
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Merebark
such
in
fields
way
had
l$'5.ni
i.
I
was
sinceI
I cannot find words to eypresie my gratitude to Wine
left Ohio. The new Canadian NorWile of my children. I had sell a pain in my side, it
that I would have to go to bed,and was so weak.I could
this. anon families located- at Cardston in
of rartlui, for helping me in my last eontineeneot. Forthew route has accomplished
tangle
hacking
a
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breath.
,
followers
evert
that
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me
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began
I
mime
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time.
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not get around for days at
When the railroad is completed to
merly I suffered all day and night. but this last one
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Brigham Young own four prosperous
(-mild not eat well, foil off a prat data and lay intake at
to take eselci, the diaty spells and other female
Hudson Bay. with the terminus ht
1-2 lba. at birth
war a fine hir herr girl: she wrigled
week.
nights or else had scare (interne. irsieie of one
from towns in southern Alberta—Cards
troubles stepped. and now I am cell and happy.
Fort Churchill, the. distance
and I was sick only 43 minutes. I Tamer felt better in
ton. Slagratis Raymond and Stirling.
after taking Carlini. the pain had left my side mad in
Saskatchewan to Liverpool will be
MRS. if. E. ALLRED, Hartford, Wash.
ely life than I do now.
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MRS. IRA GRAY, Redd, Ill,
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$4
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and
right well
while the freight rate per bushel 4111
sugar beets, and even the_ dry lands
be. Dom Prince Albert to Edmonton.
MRS. DORA STAI'FFER, Wily, Va.
average eight tons to the acre. In
The first three years I was married was the most
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MARQUIS
VAUDEVILLE
hYPNOTIC PROGRAM
1 Nye test.
2 Hands loek.stl.

-.III lilt

l'\ r\

THE KENTUCKY
Comfortable—Co()1—Commodious

PROF. CLINTON E. MARQUIS

3 Hands moving.
4 Getting hotter.
-6 Getting colder.

Demonstrator of Hypnotism and Mental Telepathy •

Berry picking.
7 Riding heipby horse.
S Picking roars.

"He Will Tell It To You Without Being Asked"

9 Taking swim.
10 Shoeing kicking horse

Extraordinary Engagement for Three Nights
Mesmerist, Mind Reader and Exponent of

11 Catching butterters.
12 The sitter). cloud.
13 23. 23, Skiddoo.
14 Fishing IA lake
15 A solo sound asleep.
IC Clog dance.
17 Milking kicking cow.
18 Making love.

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

May 18

May 19

May 20

19 Prize fight referee and seconds.
20 Bed bugs are biting.
21 A political speech.

POPULAR

22 Game of ball.
23 Female impersonator.
21 Mechanical walk.

Gallery 25c

Balcony 35c

32 Rocking baby to sleep.
33 Bumble bees nest.

Orchestra 50c

Greater, grander, more instructive and entertaining than any vaudeville show ever before
staged. Two hours and a half of solid fun. You'll laugh! You'll roar! You'll scream!
The veil of secrecy surrounding the Mysterious Mr. Raffles, the sensation of
the week, will be rent asunder at Monday night's performance. He will stand
before you -in the living flesh, sinew and bone.

34 Wash dayL
35 Mysterious Mr. Relies.
36 Villagetband.
37 The pin test.
3tr Crying boy,.
39 A subject in rigid state, supixorted
by head and feet, bearing strenuous weight.
40 Selling fish thro audience.
41 Laughing boys.

D3n't forget to witness Prof. Mirquis' nerve-racking, death defying; auto driven while blindfolckd, in quest of a
p;n, hidden by four Paducah gentlemen. This mind reading feat will occur Tuesday afternoon at 4 o'clock.
Start in the auto to be made from the Kentucky Theatre. Local volunteers only will be used as subjects.

Doors Open 7:30

Curtain Lifts 8:30

42 Asleep at the switch.

lions and of the results they had re°Olio& 01%-.11.__K_Heuter,,of Lexington, said that the colored preachers
must be urged to see that their
ebierches are ventilated mere and the
lodge rooms kept clean and given APPROPRIATION FOR PADUCAH
ST.tTlirei CIILAMtED PHIMICIANS
more fresh air. The treatment of the
BUILDING.
IT.
WILL FIGHT
dieease was discussed by Drs. W. H.
Pickett. Mary Britton, N. J. McRidley
and N. S. Fuller. The 'wheel evoked
Negroes in titles Especially Subject SO much dIscussibm that Dr. R. W. Oli- Rentarky arts a Half Milliner Dollars
ver motioned that an anti-tuberculosis
in the Public Beibillog
to Dread Ilitoesine--0111cers
society be organized in each city and
BUL
Elected.
town and work in conjunction site
the health officers to lessen the disease
as much as possible. The motion watt
Washington, May Id—The public
av 1
Ile,
esterdaY's enanknously adopted,
reported
Its
session of the
ntrres
was a
'Me committee on resolutions re- buildings committee
State Medical aseociation, colored, at ported and they coeered the entire measure to the house. In round nutn:lie Thlitek nth street and Broadway ground Of work necessary to make hers the state of Kentucky receives
A. M E. Zion church. The Interest the local and state associations be of half a million dollars for new buildsite for new buildinge and Im1 enterhtt in the discuttion of "Tuber- practical htlp to the
race. The strong- ings.
culosis." and all the doctors agreed est point urged was that the colored provtinents.
ihat this white plague was the most physicians do as much as they could
_The appropriations for cilia; in the
dreadful disease 'known to the negro to mitigate the spread of tuberculosis. state are as follows:
taqe. Dr. P. D. Robinson, president
Bowling Green, $4'd.000; Danville,
Officers were elected as follows:
tif tht association. led the discussion,
Dr. P. D Robinson, president; Dr. E. 1190.004o; Lebanon, $26,000; London.
.and Dr. E. E. Underwood. of FrankD. Whebte. vice president; Dr. B. F. $441.000: Mayfield, $15.000; Paris,
fort, a specialist on the ,subject, doWinJones, secrttary; Dr. C. M. Harris. 1115.000: Versailles. $15.041.e;
c'ared that "negroes crowd the cittreasurer. Dr. W. H. Picket
was cheeter. $2:1.000; Paducah. $15.000:
ventilated
los and live in
poorly
elected as lecturer on surgery and Dr. Oatlettsburg.i$100,0041: Mt. Sterling,
homes, many are unclean and are lgJ. A. C Lattitnore orator on medi- $66.4Xtrus. Somerset, $65.460; Ash. norant of the many things which bring
cine. The meeting will In held at land. 2'1'2.000: Hopkinsvilit, $12400;
tin the disease." He urged his relicts.
Lawrenceburg, $7,500.
Frankfort next year.
doctors to begin a crusade on the
Jeffersonville, Ind gets $5,000.
raonetet disease by enlightening the
Mrs Browne--She's forever comcolored people.
plaining. but I think she merely lacks
Some men not On)Y
save
their
Dr. J. A. C. Lattimore and Dr. E. stamina—. Mrs. Malaprop- -Oh, no; moues bat a lot of 'other people's as
Whebee, of Louisville. spoke of she's got it; at any rate, that's whet well.
mteting the doctor calls her disease.
the recent "tuberculosis"
Aloe
here and how since the Louisville
can't sleep, you know."—PhIladelHow ten he'
bie • friend to another
rs had been going by the instruc- phis, Press.
who is not a friend to himself"

$15,000

TUBERCULOSIS

- -----er—
CIFIANSISS NAME.

te OLD Ro SD le

One Hundred Dollar
Offer

•

An offering of $100
will be the big thing of
the performance Mon
day night, May 18, to
the person holding coupon having been previously and gratuitiously
distributed to all purchasers of tickets before 6:30 p m. Monday
No Free List.
14;k4f.tt Stile hcigints
Monday, 10 rt. m.

The reader

PRIES

2-5 A rubber nose.
96 Monkey's cage
27 Famous balloon ascension,
28 Rooster fight.
29 Slightly intoxicated.
30 Snakes' den.
31 Sleigh r:de.

of This World Renowned
the Occult Sciences

In

\l

NINPVEREU.

can easily
divine that Prof. Marquis is no less a personage than "The
Mysterious Mr. Raffles," a difficult role he
has so successfully essayed the past week.
He has not orly mystified the thousands,
who have sought in
vain to discover him,
but he will greater mystify his audience with
weird and wonderful
hypnotic power.

THE llt SIEN.StiERIE.

Book eowl SI. DEFERIOD
SOIt R. be UK 1.1 IMAM'.
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From "Stelae
of the Hill" to Jos
"Corduroy" Built in IMO *
dith 14 the cumistes
Mins' Street of shelbyvIlle.
lands."
Shelbyville. Ky.. May 14.--A "corWhen Tom Moore was "paying his duroy road" built in 1803, has bees
uncovered on Main street by the men
way" for hlmseit ind his family by
employed in digging trenches for
his verse, It will readily be believed
sewer pipes in ibis city. The logs. IYthat he was not pleased to discover,
ng side by side, were .uncovered at a
after half finishing an Eastern ta:e
,,epth of four or five feet, and many
in verse, that Byron had a completed
,.f them arv in a good state of preirervmem that duplicated his plot, and
It was
necessary _ to cut
which caused him to abandon his slim,.
through them In order to rem* the
illOrk; nor Wilia_Dr. Johnson _pleased
to and that with his Bassets.. he depth required for the sewers. No
had reproduced the general scheme citizen living now remembers the
of Voltaire's Candide. To return to building of It, and perhkee no living
our mutton, some kind (nen,' of Miss lemon knew of Its existence.
From old records it Is learned that
Mactdowsn's railed her attention to
fact that. The Strength of the Hills, ellen ShelbyvIlle's Pulite; were Third
the happy title selected for her serial greet on the east and Seventh street
which Is to begin in early number on the west, there was. kin,, mar111Y
of Putnam's and the Reader, had al- stretch from Third street east to Clear
ready been used as a name for a creek-- a bog that ass the bane of
book by another Author. published not the traveler. As Bites on the old
long shy*. Confronted with toe dif- stage road from leoursvIlle to Frankficult task of choosing a new title, fort. the people finally detecnobted to
Mhos MacGowan hit upon Judith of have a "chopping bee," to cut dowa
the Cuatberlands. it is in the June trees from the thick rumen on the
Putnant's and the Reader that Judith road side and build •"corduroy" road
of the Cumberlauds opens.
across the bog. It required 'eventl
dasos and many hundreds of logs laid
"1 hear that the new tenor is a crosswise on the road.
While riding over it was rough,
great, success -that he can hold one
there was no danger of miring down
of his notes for half a minute,"
"That's noting. lire held one of or "stalling." Gradually the road
his notes for over a, year."—Judge. was rained by covering the logs with
locks until now it is from four to live
Shortly after a man leads a Ira- feet above' the old level, end In as
solid and smooth as any part of Main
nian to the elite be ',coulees the lisstreet.
•
tening habit.
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The flowers once made up-their minds
They wiebed to have a areelA pier* where everyone could hear
The ousts) willow mew.
They caught a tiger-IIRT-Serre.
And, wishing to be sure
The !edit a cage of goldenrods
To keel. him quite secure

Os account of the fart that the
schools will 'close in a few weeks the
improvement league of the R. IL
low school has decided to tletor the
"Soot DOOM" that was to have been
threw/ Tuesday eveslag nal sonic,
ditte jug before whole convene next
fall. The members of the league will
A dandelion,' tawm-maned,
be glad to receive books hir the pro,
The trapped with grevtist fare,
posed library ot soy time and Mrs. C.
dells
Their hutsters found in shady
Purcell. of Sti Clark street. will reThe foxelove'
hit lair.
"had
of-ti
tve the donaon,
"
Tau. to wilt
They fed them with the beefetetiO in the niciretalent
plant
Each -afternoon at two,
Heart*. Twilight.
And just before the moon came sap.
nr•P p it the twilight of my heart
They stAtered them with dew.
I hid a rose:
Youth's Companion.
Red petal. on its red
At dusk I looked to greet its ye'vet
Woodmen of the Wesid.
face.
Jersey camp, No lo. Paducah. Kr ,
And w. pt- the este as- Unit.
will have their annual decoration and
Deep In the In eight of in, heart
Memorial services at Oak Grove cemI hid a kiss
2:3O
1908,
at
etery, Sunday, May 17,
Red mists ahopt It shone.
hall.
p. In. Wel leave Jersey camp
At morn I looked to raise it to ritv
Third and Elisabeth streets, at 1:30
lips.
Manchester
p. m. Evergreen and
And wept -the kles was 'ton , .
Groves, Woodmen Circle, will take
Deep in the twlight of my heart
part In the services. All other memI hld a tear,
World
of
the
hers of the Woodmen
A pearl in its red sea.
to
and Woodmen Circle are requested
At night I looked to star It in my
attend and assist in the services.
dreams;
S. R. PRYOR.
The tear - awaited me.
R. C. WALLACE,
—'Archibald Sul:Ivan in Smart Set.
J. A. CALLOWAY,
Committee.
A. C. SHELTON,
This is undoubtedly a dirty looking
wh o Is tup
The more a man doesn't know, the old world to the man
lazy to clean his spectacles
less he doubts,
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JEWELRY AUCTION
Commencing Saturday, May 16th
A LIFETIME to buy jewelry at Your own price. This will be one of the greatest jewelry sales ever held in Paducah.
Away
Gl vei
I
Commencing Saturday, May 16, we will have three sales daily, at
it
East
Sall
at Each Sale
10 a. in., 2:30 p. in. and 7:30 p. in.
Wu Lyc lilt n in P,i(im ;111 for three ears and duriniz that time the quality of our goods has spoken for itself. Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry, we carry nothing but
CHANCE OF
lifildielle SOUttAir

I HIldifill SOIEllif Ski

Aillii

N

the best arid every piece bought at our sale carries with it our guarantee. Terms are cash. Everything sold during this sale is guaranteed as represented or your
money back. Mr Lee Maxey, of St. Louis, will conduct the sale for us. Watch the papers for next announcement.

POLLOCK,The Jeweler,BROZWAV
"MINNIE&

